
Lincoln Freeman 
<freeman@ashlandoregon .or 
g> 

11111/200904:04 PM 
Please respond to 

freeman@ashlandoregon.org 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatmen~s@blm.gov 

ed _ shepard@blrr~. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bce 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the p'.lblic lands and. watersheds managed by t.ne BLl''l in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that tbe BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying prograrr: and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the'spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recre~"tion sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray na"cive vegetation 
wi t:n herbicides. 

I am sbocked that the BLM is proposing ":.0 spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4.-0 is extremely toxic and exposu~e to it: may res'-llt in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the ELM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
WOGld like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and ,to 
leverage funding for low-iInpact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more baJ, anced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincere1y, 

Lincoln Freeman 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

'Co, 

spread 



Kay Hilton 
<kayhilton@mac.com> 

11/11/200904:07 PM 
Please respond to 

kayhilton mac.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

-- - '" 
Dear LvJr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is' proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is \ .... ,ridespread agreement over "che need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand i~s 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray na;:ive veqetati,on 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray "the compound 2,4-D OD public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of t~is herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLH?s commitment to human heal':h. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicai:ion efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach "Co 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Kay Hilton 

Scenic Drive 



Mark Kennedy 
<IML@Shasta.com> 

11/11/200904:07 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bec Please respond to 
IML@Shasta.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to T oxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

I great:.ly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLH in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ,-ELM is proposing to dramat.ically expand its 
D,erbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
no~-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation 210:::g roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compouno 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to l::: may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cornmitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more bala:1ced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inapT:.l:c:-op:r.-iate grazing, road construction and logg 
inva~;ive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Mark Kennedy 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



Karen Horn 
<karenhorn@charter.net> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11/11/2009 04:08 PM 

bce Please respond to 
karenhorn@charter,net Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear IvJr Shepard and the BLj\j, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand .:its 
herbicide sprayin'J program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
iY'1'\7asive weeds or~ public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide prograrrl to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we v.i.si t public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetati.on 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLlV)' is proposing to spray 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide 
the BLM?s commitment to human hea,l.th. 

the compound 2,4-D on public 
it may result in serious human 
.in your ans makes me doubt': 

Please conside~ alternati.ves to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds a.nd to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s pY'oposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach "Co 
noxious v,weds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive planr:s. 

Sincere.Ly, 

Karen Horn 



Beth Grendahl 
<ore4nana@yahoo.com> 

11/11/200904:09 PM 
Please respond to 

ore4nana@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
fJ,erbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non~target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my famil.y exposed to herbicides when 
we visit ic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremel.y toxic and exposure to i-c may result: in seriol),s human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the 3LfvJ?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for 1.ow-impact eradication efforts. 

I am conce::::ned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and :i.ogging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Si.ncerely, 

Beth Grendahl 

-#31 



Wendell Wood 
<ww@oregonwild.org> 

11/11/200904:14 PM 
Please respond to 

ww@oregonwild.org 

Vege~ation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed ~ sb,epard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by he ELM in Oreg n. 
1 am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama ically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and a,s a result ce hUman heal h, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

W,hile there is wi,despread agreement over the need to S10\l\1 the spread of 
invasive weeds on ic lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicicie program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veger:ation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLlVi is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely 'Coxic and exposure to i:::: may result in se:!::'ious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cOITuTlitment to human l-::eaJ..th. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
l;.Jould like 'to work with the BLM to manualIy remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will p [.ace human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thought=:ul approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Wendel.l Wood 

PO Box 1783 



Steve Bollock 
<rembrandt9962@sbcglobal.n 
et> 

11/11/200904:17 PM 
Please respond to 

rembrandt9962@sbcglobal.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatme':1ts@blm.gov 
ed_shepacd@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the publ.ic lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbi.cide spraying program and as a res'lll:: place human health, fish, wildlife, 
n.on-target pJ.ants and water quali'ty at risk. 

While there is widesp]~ead agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do no;:' want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spr2ty the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2/4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may resul~ i~ serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s com .... rrd.tment to human health. 

Please consider a~ternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to vwrk with the BLM to manually remove invasive 'weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach wiLl place human health and 
V,latershed values at risk: through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and th,oughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Bol.lock 



Scott Havill 
<scotthavill@yahoo.com> 

11/11/200904:20 PM 
Please respond to 

scotthavill@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments Ers Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg D. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation .sites. I do nor want myself or my family exposed to her'bicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compel.ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked triat the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2 r 4-0 is extremely 'Coxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
heal t.h effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the ELt1?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLJV: to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage .funding for low-irEpact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the ET.JM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and imp,lement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities 'Chat spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Havill 



Giancarlo Panagia 
<js2952@yahoo.com> 

11/11/200904:22 PM 
Please respond to 

Is2952@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bce 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I arn extremely concerned that the BLt1 is proposing to dramatica2.1y expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or Uly family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compei.ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the B1M?s commitmen"C to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would .like to work with th,e ELM to manually remove invasJ.ve weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place ['.Dman health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b lanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construct on and 10gg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerel y, 

Giancarlo Panagia 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

L.O 

spread 



Julie Butche 
<butche2@netzero.net> 

11111/200904:23 PM 
Please respond to 

butche2@netzero.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed_shepard@b.lm.gov 

Dear Nr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I grea'Cly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLIvl in Oreg D. 

I am extremely concerned that "Che ELM is proposing to dramatical~y expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wild] fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at r~sk. 

VJhi.ie there is Vl1idespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal 'Co expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
.recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed r~o herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray :1ative vegetation 
\eli. th herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLI\1 is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-;:) on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to i~ may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doub7:. 
the BJ..JM?s ::ommitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive ~veeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human healt.h and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriace grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Butcne 



John Hines 
<jdh1031@oregonducks.org> 

11/11/200904:25 PM 
Please respond to 

jdh1 031@oregonducks.org 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard an.d the BLlVl, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ce 

bce 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed the BLM in Oregon. 
I am ext.remely concerned that: the BLM is proposing to dramatical expand i t3 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native 'Ilegetation a10119 roads and 
recreation. sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need t.o spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked tha~ the BLUi is proposing to spray the compound 2, ~-D on pub1ic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may Tesult in serious truman 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cornmit.ment to human health. 

?lease consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leve:::age funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s pr:oposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely I 

John Hines 



Frank Hill <au760@lafn,org> 

11/11/200904:26 PM 
Please respond to 
au760@lahorg 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed srrepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLlvl f 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herb.icide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself 0:;:- my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visi.t public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked ~hat the B~M is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2 r .1-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious lluIT,an 
heal th effect::-,. The inclusion of t.h,is herbicide in your plans makes me dmlbt 
the BLN?s commitment to hur:'lan health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerneci tha-t t_lle BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
wate::shed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach co 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging acti.vities that spread 
invasi.ve plants. 

Sincerel.y I 

Frank Hi.ll 



Teresa Kasza 
<tk4fish@jeffnet.org> 

11/11/2009 04:28 PM 
Please respond to 
tk4fish@jeffnet.org 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreqon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama::'ically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along rc')ads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on put;,lic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may res~lt in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your ans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corm-nitmen':::' to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely I 

Teresa Kasza 



David Winston 
<dlwimages@charter.net> 

11/11/200904:30 PM 
Please respond to 

dlwimages charter net 

Vege1:ation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by "the BLM in Oregon. 
::: am extremely concerned that the BL1'1 is proposing to dramatica11y expand its 
herbicide spraying prograrr, and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quali~y at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing ~o spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach "Co 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely I 

David Winston 



Mike Allen 
<alhofo@comcast.net> 

11/11/200904:35 PM 
Please respond to 

alhofo@comcasLnet 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greaely value the public lands and watersheds managed by the B M in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatical y expand its 
herbicide spray::Lng program and as a result plaee human health, f sh, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at· risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegeta't.ion 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious humar1 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more bala:Llced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Mike ALlen 



Donald Barnhart 
<barnhart298@arneriteeh.net 
> 

11/11/200904:36 PM 
Please respond to 

barnhart298@ameriteeh.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and 25 a result place human h,ea~thl fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit pub.lic lands. There is no compelling need to spray na':ive vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may resul't in se:::::-ious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comruitment to human health. 

Please consider a2.ternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
wou~d like to 'V'mrk with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place buman heal-ch and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implemen,t a more balanced and thoughtfLl,l approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Donald Barnhart 



Malena Marvin 
<malena@klamathriver,org> 

11/11/200904:39 PM 
Please respond to 

malena@klamathriver.org 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed snepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health r fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of na'tive vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides wh,en 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spr'ay the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may rest;.lt in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BU'J!?s comrnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicatior: efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive piants. 

Sincerely, 

Malena I'1arvin 



Jennifer Lance 
<jlance@hughes.net> 

11111/200904:45 PM 
Please respond to 

jlance@hughes.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human h.ealth, f~sh., wildlife, 
nori-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of n,ative vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BL1'1 is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of 'Chis herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cornmitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work w.ith the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Pl.ease develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds ~hat addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

,Jennifer Lance 



Ryan Wishart 
<wwishart@gmail.com> 

11/11/200904:45 PM 
Please respond to 

wwishart@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon-, 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a res'Jlt place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compel.ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I a!U shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure ':0 it may result in seri.ous hurEan 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comrnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed apPJ~oach will p~.ace human health and 
watershed values at risk thiough overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and i!Uplement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely f 

Ryan Wishart 



Kenneth Hoppe 
<kenneth .hoppe@gmail.com> 

11111/200904:48 PM 
Please respond to 

kenneth.hoppe@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

T. greatly value 't-he public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that t:he ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants ~nd water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on ic lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
h,erbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doub~ 

the BLM?s comrnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the 8LM to manl121ly remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please deveJ.op and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of th.e problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely! 

Kenneth Hoppe 



Kimberly Baker 
<klam_watch@yahoo,com> 

11/11/200904:54 PM 
Please respond to 

klam_watch yahoo. com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed she.pard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and vJatersheds managed by t.he ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl-=-fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. The.re is no compelling need to spray native vegetatioE 
with herbicides. 

I aD shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corrunitment to human health. 

Please consider al ternati ves to blanket ~r]erbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work witb the BLJl.1 to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that ":.he BLM?s proposed approach wil.::' place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Baker 



Porter Sexton Sexton 
<porterwsexton @hotmail.eom 
> 

11/11/200904:55 PM 
Please respond to 

portelwsexton@hotmail.eom 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@nlm.gov 

Dear l'1r Shepard and the :ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the B M in Oregon. 
I am extremely cO:1cerned that 'the BLM is proposing to dramatical y expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, f sh, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public .lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not wan~ myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLN .is proposi.ng to spray 'the compound 2r 4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it. may resuJ.t in serious humar... 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work \".Tith the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
water·shed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and. implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Porter Sexton Sexton 



Sharon Wendt Wendt 
<sharon __ wendt@yahoo.com> 

11/11/200904:58 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bec Please respond to 
sharon wendt@yahoo.eom Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepa.rd@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbi.cide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand ,its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my fami.ly exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure -co it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me daub':: 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely! 

Sharon \r\lendt Wendt 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



Geraldine Sish 
<dene@plantoregon .com> 

11/11/2009 04:59 PM 
Please respond to 

dene@plantoregon.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orv(~gtreatments@blm. gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and wa':.ersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

-While there is widespread agreement over tl:"le need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to i,t may resul-c in serious human 
health effect,s. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that -the BLlv1?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk -chrough overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, rO-ad construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely f 

Geraldine Bish 



John and Polly Wood 
<machjuan@yahoo,com> 

11/11/200905:00 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
machjuan@yahoo,com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtrea~ments@blrn.gov 

ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BUVl, 

I grea~ly value the public lands and watersheds rranaged by 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and. as a result place human heal 
non-targeL s and water quality at risk. 

he BLM in Oreg n. 
ically expand ts 
h, fish, wildl fe, 

While there is widespread agreement over the rleed to slow the spread. of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not. wan"C~ fcyself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public la!1ds. There is no compel~ing need to spray native vegetation 
wi th herb.i cides. 

I am shocked that :'he BLM is proposing to sp:!:'ay the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2, ~I-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cotnrr.itment to hUman health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication effort.s. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach v-.Jill place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 

inappropriate grazing, road construction and 1099 ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

John and Polly Wood 



Sean Downey 
<sean@mind,net> 

11/11/200905:00 PM 
Please respond to 
sean@mind.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by t_he BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a resu~_t place human health, fish, v;i1d1i£8, 
non-target pla·nts and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the 3LM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetat.ion along roads and 
recreation sites. I do noL. wan:: myself or my family exposed to herbicides wben 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLI'i is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-j) on p\:blic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to i~ may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me dot.:bt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtfl...ll approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Sean Downey 

915 Oak Street 



Edith Montgomeyr 
<feiffel@mind.net> 

11/11/200905:01 PM 
Please respond to 
feiffel@mind.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed stlepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wi..i.dlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While th.e.re is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not wan-t: myself or my familY exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public 1ands. There is no compeLLing need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious h'Jman 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned ·that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Edith Montgomeyr 



Dee Decker Decker 
<namadee 1@msn.com> 

11/11/200905:04 PM 
Please respond to 

namadee1@msn.com 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegt.reatments@blm.gov 
cd shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place hUman health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality' at risk. 

W:-:tile there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation si,tes. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLLVl is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it rr,ay result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the ELM? s coIth"'YLi tment. to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove iavasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place humaa health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the prob~em such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerel::l r 

Dee Decker Decker 



opie heyerman 
<opiesnow@yahoo.com> 

11/11/200905:10 PM 
Please respond to 

opiesnow@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegcreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear J'vlr Shepard and the B:0M, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dralT,atically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, \II,'i1d1i£e, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is vddespread agreemen'(~ over the neeci to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public la:1ds, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program :0 include the spraying of na:ive vegetation along roads and 
recreation s.-'L.tes. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegeta;::ion 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLlv; is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-"D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide ~n your plans makes me doubt 
the BU·'!? s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

:;: am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place -human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealo-c.s herbicide spra.ying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and th,oughtfuJ. approacn -::'0 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the prob~enl such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

opie heyerman 



Denn Free 
<dennfree@opendoor.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11/11/200905:19 PM 

bcc Please respond to 
dennfree@opendoor.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human healt.h, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide progTam to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or ~ny family exposeci to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the 8LM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it- may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the 8LM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed vaiues at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and irnplement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Denn Free 

217 Sberwood Court 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



stuart phillips 
<stulips@hotmail.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11/11/200905:19 PM 

bcc Please respond to 
stul"tps@hotmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.goiJ 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand .its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetat.-ion along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veget.ation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that -the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2, 4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
heaJ.th effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to Lwork with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for 10l';'-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach ",.Jill place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzea 

Please develop and imp.:i.ement a more bala 
noxious weeds that addresses the root c 
inappropriate grazing, road construction 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

stuart phillips 

1228 arthur 
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Ross Freeman Levin 
<cxr _freeman@hotmai!.com> 

11/11/200905:25 PM 
Please respond to 

cxr freeman@hotmail.com 

Vegeta~ion Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtrea~ments@blm.gov 

ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bce 

Subject Please Reduce the Use of Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a resul"c place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on pub:ic lands, I oppose t~e BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compeJ_ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray "Che compound 2,~-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result .in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to huma.n health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact: eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
wate:::shed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plan~s. 

Sincerely, 

Ross Freeman Levin 

Ross Freeman Levin 

10250 N. James St. 



cheryl bruner 
<cebruner@hotmail.com> 

11/11/200905:28 PM 
Please respond to 

cebruner@hotmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the B M in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatical y expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, -f 8h, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

viJhile there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,il-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work Itdth the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and "Co 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b lanced and thm,lghtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construct on and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely f 

cheryl bruner 



Jeffrey Stone Stone 
<stonepitts@hotmail.com> 

11/11/200905:39 PM 
Please respond to 

stonepitts@hotmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLI\1 ':"n Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the EI.JM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place htJ.Inan health, fish, wildlife, 
hon-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not 'v;iant myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
vvi th herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serio"cls hurnan 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s com..rnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and -=houghtful approach ::0 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Stone Stone 



Scott Allison 
<maheshan@opendoor.com> 

11/11/200905:41 PM 
Please respond to 

maheshan@opendoor.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.qov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish., wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray t"he compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comnlitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like ~o work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Allison 

Scott Allison 



Adrienne Simmons 
<ajs89@humboldt.edu> 

11111/200905:43 PM 
Please respond to 

ajs89@humboldt.edu 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.aov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatmenls@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health l fish, wildl fer 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slo'd the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself 0:: my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compeJ..ling need to spray native vegetation 
wi th h,erbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work v,lith the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage f'-1nding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned tha::: the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Adrienne Simmons 



T obiah Moshier 
<tobiahmorel@hotmail.com> 

11/11/200904:24 PM 
Please respond to 

tObiahmorel@hotmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
20 Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed _.shepard@blrn. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water qualj,ty at risk. 

'LAj'hile there is widespread agreement over the need to slow ':il.e sp.read of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads a'nd 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There .is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
heal th effects. The inclusion of this herbicide ir; your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cOI1:L"'TlJ.tment to human health. 

Please consider a1 ternati ves to blanket herbicide sprayi.ng. [-lany Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLJVl t.o mar:.ually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicatioE efforts. 

I am concerned that: the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach -co 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such a,s 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 
Tobiah Moshier 

P.S. The correct solution is not always the easiest one. Please address the 
root issues at hand, and discard these hazardous band-aid approaches. 

Tobiah Moshier 



James Minervini 
<drdrjm@hotmail.com> 

11/12/2009 09:26 AM 
Please respond to 

drdrjm@hotmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtYeatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Hr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I guess that it is that you really don't understand. I am a Doctor. When you 
spray mass quantities of poison onto the forests, it. g€'t:.s into the ecosystem 
of our environment. Is it really so hard to "get it". STOP SPRAYING 
POISON--DUH! ! 

Yes, weeds are a problem and I greatly value the public lands and watersheds 
managed by the ELM in Oregon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is 
proposing to dramatical},.y expa.nd it_s herbicide spraying program and as a 
result place human health, fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality 
at risk. 

\ilJhile there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal 'to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

This sounds like something out of the 50's. We are smarter than this now. The 
days of making believe that it doesns't matter are gone forever. I am shocked 
that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public lands. 2,4-D 
is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human health 
effects. The inclusion of th.-i.s herbicide in your pl.ans makes me doubt the 
BLM?s corruni tment to human health. 

YES YES YES Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many 
Oregonians would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive 'weeds 
and to leverage funding for low-impact_ eradication efforts. 

POISON MAKES PEOPLE SICK! ! ! I am 20ncerned that the BLM?s proposed approach 
will place human health and watershed values at risk through overzealous 
herbicide spraying. 

Yo~ need to evalua~e further. Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
thoughtful approach to noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the 
problem such as inappropriate graz.ing, road construction and logging 
activities that spread invasive plants. 

As a physician, 
quantities of po 
talking about th 

beg you all to uwake up" and permanently stop spraying rnass 
son that gets into the ecosystem. vve shouldn t t even be 
s again. Life is TOXIC enough, now you want to spray the 



forest?? What weird forestry training manual have you prescribed to?? 
Wake up! 

Sincerely, 

Dr. James Minervini 

Jarnes Minervini 

223 N Redwood Hwy 



Carol Valentine 
<valentine@cavenet.com> 

11/11/200909:55 PM 
Please respond to 

valentine@c8venet.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLH, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Increase Use afTaxic Herbicides 

As a resident of Oregon who lives adjacent to BLM ma.l:1aged ands, I an: 
extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatica ly expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human hea l:h, fish, wildJ..ife, 
non-target plants and water quality al~ risk, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasi ve weeds on public lands f I s.trongly oppose the BI,M?s proposa'::' to expand 
its herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family (including my young 
son) or pets exposed to herbicides when we take our walks on nearby public 
lands, nor so we want to increase the possibility of our irrigation or well 
water becoming contaminated. There is no compelling need to spray native 
vegetation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-!J is extremely toxic and exposure "to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s co~uitment to human heal~h. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to worK with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and 'Co 
le-Ierage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a mo:r-e balanced and thoughtful approacf1 to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

S'incerely I 

Carol Valentine 



cvhxj cgjxgjx 
<ireth_alcarin 1@hotmail.com 
> 

11/12/200904:24 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Please respond to 
ireth alcarin1@hotmaiLcom 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear MT Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersh,eds managed by the BLM in Orego'n. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatical.ly ezpand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place hUman health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invas.::Lve weeds on public lands, I oppose the B:'M?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the 3LM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious humar.. 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work witb the BLM to manua~ly rerr.ove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for lovI.'-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk throuqh overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely! 

cvhxj cgjxgjx 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



Daniel Davis 
<dandntanad@aol.com> 

11111/200907:46 PM 
Please respond to 

dandntanad@aol.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLHr 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose us to Toxic Herbicides 

I am extremely concerned that the BLM i proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a resu t place hUman health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and wa~er quality at r sk. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the cmnpound 2/4-0 on publi.c 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to ~+- may ,result in serious human 
health. effects. The inclusion of t.his herbicide in you:::- plan,s makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

This is the same chemical family that has killed, defected, and sickened many 
of my brother Vietnam Vets and Vietnamese, catlsing untold suffering. We 1tJere 
also told "Oh, don't worry, it only effects plan~s'f. 

Please rethink and develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful 
approach to noxious weeds that uses non-toxic means and addresses the root 
causes of the problem such as inappropriate grazing, road construction and 
logging activities that spread invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Dar1iel Davis 



Daniel Glenn 
<glennd@students.sou.edu> 

11/11/200911 :22 PM 
Please respond to 

glennd@students.sou.edu 

Vegetat on Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 965 
Portlan ! OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed __ shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me and My Family to Toxic 
Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and wa-tersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon 
and my home is su.rrounded by 8L[\1 lands iL all directions. I am concerned that 
the BLM is proposing to expand its herbicide spraying program and as a result 
place our water, our food, our health, fish, amphibians, native and endemic 
plants and other '0,1i1d1i£e, and non-target plants and wildl~fe at i:nmediate and 
long-term risk. 

There j_s understandable agreement over the need to slow and prevent ~he spread 
of invasive species on public lands. IWhile I support invasive species 
management and removal, I am in tot,a2- opposition to the BLIV1?s proposal to 
expand its herbicide program to include <·"he spraying of native vegetation 
along roads and recreat.lon sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to 
herbicides when 'we visit public lands. There ,l,S no compelling need to spray 
nati ve vegeta'tion with herbicides. 

Living in an urban area Itdth many yards and fields landscapded with 
pesticides, I am continuously exposed to pesticides and herbicides in addition 
to any in my food .. This is just a half-century into the mass-use of 
pesticides in the United States and there is not nearly enough research to 
justify its blanket use. 

It is disturbing to learn BLM is proposing to spray 2,4-0 on public lands. 
2,4-0 is extremely toxic and little is known of the long-term effects of its 
use on our ec()logy and children 1 s health. The BLM must be 'there co protect and 
preserve our public lands and the blanket use of pesticides and use of 2,4-0 
will not protect nor preserve our public lands. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with 'the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradica"'Cion efforts. St_ipened volunteers can 
work through their su:m...li.ers removing weeds, an ideal experience for studE::mts 
and engaged citizens. 

Please develop and implemer:.t a more balanced and thoughtful app~oach to 
noxious weecis that addresses the root causes of the problem such as road 
construction, inappropriate grazing, and logging activities tha~ spread 
invasive plants. 

If we focus on prevention first, we will not need to be faced with the choice 
and consequence of using a poisonous chemical l.ike 2,4-D upstream :rom our 



water supplies. 

Sincerely I 
Daniel Glenn 
Ashland, OR 
glennd@students.sbu.edu 

Daniel Glenn. 

# 129 



Jack Duggan 
<shanachie@hughes,net> 

111111200907:13 PM 
Please respond to 

shanachie@hughes,net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_sl1epard@blm.gov 

Dear i.vJr Shepard and the BLl'1, 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

As a neighbor 'to BLM already impacted a premature listing of surrounding 
lands for ORV use, I find the proposal to spray herbicides on "recreation 
sites" to be poorly defined and to meet the needs of public 
disclosure. Will you spray on (undesi~"nated.) OEV trails on land neighboring 
mine? As a Vietnam vetera:r:, :r don't want 2,4-D anywhere within miles of n:e, 
let alone on neighboring land. WiLl. you spray on tha-:;: road across your land 
which begins and ends on my family land, despite the fact chat there is no 
public access to that road? 

Do you people like spending our tax dollars on was~eful lawsuits? 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by -the BLM in On:':;90n. 
I am extremely concerned that the 3LM is proposing to d=affiatical~y expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a res'...:il,t place human ttealth, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there .1.S widespread agreement over the need to slow '"CDe spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand i'Cs 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that t.he BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2, 4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to l'C may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
wouJ.d like to work with the BLLv'[ to manually remove invasive weecls and 'to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach wil.l place hurcan health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more baJ.anced and_ thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 



Sincerely r 

Jack Duggan 

P.O. Box 524 



Jonathan Spero 
<spero .jonathan@gmail.com> 

11/12/2009 08:06 AM 
Please respond to 

spero.jonathan@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blrn.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Herbicides simplify ecosystems" often in unpredictable v.Jays. The mos'( 
complex systems are the most stable. There should be NO herbicide use on the 
public forests. 

Sincerely, 
Jonathan Spero 
1225 Messinger Rd. 
Grants Pass OR 97527 

Jonathan Spero 



marla_bennett@fws.gov 

111121200908:01 AM 

Requestor: Marla Bennett 

To Oregon Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS Comments 
<orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

cc 

bec 

Subject Oregon Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS Comments - Marla 
Bennett 

E-mail address: marla_bennett@fws.gov 

I would like ~o opt out of the email list. 

Comments: 
I strongly support adding to the approved herbicide Jist for BLM 
lands. The current list is so limiting that in many areas weeds 
cannot~ be adequat.ely treated a:id are moving int.o neighboring lands. 
Be good neighbors and habitat managers--treat your weeds with all che 
tools that are appropriate and available. 



Alian Peterson 
<allanpeterson@opendoor.co 
m> 

11111/200906:42 PM 
Please respond to 

alianpeterson@opendoor.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 9720B 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want rnyself or my family exposed to herbicides l;.Jhen 
we visit public lands. There is no compeJ..ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that th,e BLM is p~oposing to spray the compound 2,4-'0 on public 
lands. 2,4-·D is extremely toxic and exposure to it- may result in serious human 
health effects. 'The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corrmitment to human health. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

PJ.ease deve.iop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful 2pproach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the rool: causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plan~s. 

Sincerely I 

Allan Peterson 



Stuart Davies Davies 
<oregon stu @yahoo,eom> 

11/11/2009 08:58 PM 
Please respond to 

oregonstu@yahoo,com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

ee 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

How many times cia we have to go down this road? When wi.ll you guys get it 
througb your thick heads? KE2P THE Dklv1N TOXIC HERBICIDES OFF OUR PUBLIC LANDS! 

You think it will save money, but it will. cost you more in the long run, 
because you are goi~g to get your asses dragged into court again, and again, 
and again. 

smarten up! 
since.::-ly, Stuart Davies 

Stuart Davies Davies 

257 3d st 



Todd 
Thompson/ORSOIOR/BLMlD 
01 

11/12/200909:11 AM 

To Christi Denton/ORSOIOR/BLM/DOI@BLM 

cc 

bce 

Subject Dale Anderson - Nehalem Oregon - Comment 

I received a voice message from Dale Anderson of Nehalem Oregon (503.812.8025) saying that he would 
prefer BlM implement Alternative 4 and that he would not be able to get a letter in the mail by November 
10th, but wanted to provide a verbal comment 

Todd Thompson 
NRS Restoration Coordinator 
OR/WA Bureau of land Management 
PO Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 
voice: 503.808.6326 (fax) 6021 
email: Todd_ Thompson@blm.gov 



Richard McGuinness 
<gomcguri@gmail.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11/12/200909:17 AM 

bcc Please respond to 
gomcgufl gmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

Please s~op this. Thank youl 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying p::::"ogram and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at' risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
Vile visit public l.ands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide 
the :t3LM'?s corrunitment to human health. 

Sincerely, 

Richa~d McGuinness 

he compound 2 r 4-D on public 
t may result in serious hU!T,an 
n your plans makes me doubt 



byoutie@crestviewcable.com 

I am writing in support of Alternative 5 listed in the draft EIS for the Vegetation 
Treatments Using Herbicides on BLM Lands in Oregon. All the herbicides proposed 
have been approved in the programmatic EIS" Vegetation Treatment Using Herbicides 
on BLM Lands in 17 western states". The BLM must be able to use all available tools in 
order to protect native flora and fauna from the aggressive spread of noxious weeds. 
Many of these herbicides are more selective and kinder on the land than the original four 
permitted. Other herbicides such as Milestone, which is the most effective herbicide on 
many broadleaf weeds adjacent to water, must also be added to the approved herbicide 
list and utilized by the BLM. At this time with out the use of these chemicals, noxious 
weeds are still increasing on public lands and invading private lands as well. All public 
land managers and private landowners need to work aggressively and cooperatively to 
sustain biodiversity and the productivity of these lands. 

However, until the underlying causes of weed spread and restoration treatments after 
herbicide use are addressed, I oppose the selection and adoption of any of the proposed 
alternatives. Management practices must be adjusted in order for native vegetation to be 
competitive enough to fight the weed spread. Restoration and monitoring plans must be 
drafted and funds allotted at the same time as control measures are implemented. 

I am writing this letter today as a private natural resource consultant although I 
coordinate a Weed Management Area and Chair the John Day/ Snake RAC. 

I appreciate the chance to comment. 

Sincerely, 

/~,c:/~ 
Berta Y outi/ 



\ 
J 

October 28. 2009 

:!ni ted St;,.';,tes Uepartment of the Interior 
Bureau of :~~I;j,nd l'/Ia,nagement 
Eurns T}istrict Office 
2d910 HHY 20 ;d est 
'i-Tines ~ n:-" 9?7~3f:3 

:'ie, (l015 (ORB050) 

RECEIVED 
(JCT 302009 
iIIlJfI~JDICl 

,J"hi.le ~'fC h: r,Y2rl 1 t, Yl:,!:' (:1 the 1';~nvironment.'.'<L dt,:J .. tA.:;:ment (,<IS) ~ 1,.r(; 
,'1.T(~ fu.l1y SlJ.1YPO,:,,,"ti vo of ,:,:tny meaSliX'8S you mi{:!;ht pursue 
to c~ombat the ongoi_r.l{:; inw1.sion of noxious (J,nd. invasive vegetation~ 
'rhe ra to at which und,Balra-hIe vegetation 18 expanding is alarming; 
the more rig .;ressi vo means you can employ, the better! 

3incerelYt 

?//:;L //&72 ~-
/~tr J)·jr7 f ?l~~ __ 
'!\iike a,nd netty M6rgan 
'329Lf7 Hw,Y 20 East 
Burns, OR 97'120 



Zandari Jones 
<ireethepeoplenow @yahoo.c 
om> 

11/11/200906:41 PM 
Please respond to 

reethepeoplenow@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed. shepard.@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public ~and.s and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement: over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include t~(),e spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want mysel.f or rny family exposed 'Co her,bicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked. that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure tc it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to mani.lally remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and houghtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of he problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincere 

Zandari Jones 

588 Scenic Dr. 



Trip Jennings 
<trip@epicocity.com> 

11/11/200909:43 PM 
Please respond to 
trip@epicocity.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@b1m.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

P.s an outdoor professio::1al I greatly value the public lands and water heds 
managed by the BLM ir: Oregon. We all Ii ve downs'cream and I am eX'Creme y 
concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its herbie de 
spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wi,ldliie, 
J.1on-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to incl-u.de the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we v,isi t puhlic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked tha~ the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result: in seriol.ls human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes De doubt 
the BIJM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider 31 ter!lati ves to blanket herbicide spraying. Many O.regoni.ans 
would like to work with the BLIV; '':0 manuall.y remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicatior. efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and ,implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of ,the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely r 

Howard ('Trip) ,Jen.nings 

Trip ~Jennings 

1648 Alder St. Eugene, OR 97401 



Thea Evenstad 
<thea .evenstad@gmail.eom> 

11111/200910:04 PM 
Please respond to 

thea.evenstad@gmail.eom 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov· 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ec 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by he ELM in Oregon. 
I am e.xtremely conce:cned that: the 3LM is proposing to drama ically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal h, fish, wildlife, 
ndn-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expa:-ld i'ts 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegeta~ion along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling- T"leed to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spra::i the compound 2, 4-D on public 
la.nds. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to l"C may result in serious [mman 
health effecT:s. The inclusion of this herbicide in your }:llans makes me doubt 
the BI..JM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for 10ltJ-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health a:::1d 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road const.ruction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Since::-ely, 

Thea Evenstad 



Teresa Mueller 
<treeonly@q.com> 

11/11/2009 09:02 PM 
Please respond to 
treeonly@q.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreacrnents@blm.gov 
ed _ shepard@bl.m.gov 

Dear Mr SheDaI'd and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

co 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value '::he publ.~"c lands and '0latersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to drarna'::ically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a. result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water ty at risk. Having had dogs with cancer,' 
might remind you that our dearly loved pets have nO shoes to take off at 
night. '\i1Jhat they v..,'alk through, they wear and ingest and sometimes sicker:. from. 

While there is widespread agreement over "che need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program 'Co include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not: wane:: myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
iNe visit nublic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLjVl is pro.posing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2 r 4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLI'1?s cornmitment to hur-nan health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM? s propo,sed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thought ul approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the pro lem such as 
inappropria"Ce grazing, road construction and logging act vities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Teresa IVlueller 



Sue Mendelson Mendelson 
<suziesbca@gmai!.com> 

11111/200905:58 PM 
Please respond to 

suziesbca@gmaH.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I grea'cly value the public lands a:Jd watersheds managed by tie BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatica11y expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, vvildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive we~ds on c lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal ~o expand its 
herbicide prograrE to include the spraying of nati.ve vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray nat.J_ve vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked ::'hat the 3LM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D .:Ls extremely tozic and exposure to it may result in seriolls human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human hec:d,tb. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed val"LJes at risk "c.hroug~'l overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and impleme:1t a more balanced and -::::houghtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem su,ch as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activitj_es that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincere,'l..y I 

J.S. Mendelson 

Sue Mendelson Mendelson 

475 Iowa St. 



Steven Tichenor 
<steven_tichenor@hotmail.co 
m> 

11/11/200908:02 PM 
Please respond to 

steven tichenor@hotmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLlVJ, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the publ-=-c lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned tha~ the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wild1 fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the ~pread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand ics 
herbicide program to include the spraying of na-:.ive vegetation a10ng roads and 
recreati.on sites. I do not I',Jant myself or my family exposed to herbicid.es when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to sp:::-ay native vegetat.ion 
wi~h herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BIJM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbic~de in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment. to human health. 

Please consider alterna~ives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage fundi.ng for low-impact. eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human heal.th and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Steven Tichenor 



Sean Anderson 
<sean .anderson 39@gmail.co 
m> 

11/11/200908:59 PM 
Please respond to 

sean.anderson39@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Po~tland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned ttl.at the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying pl:"ogram and as a result- place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public 12:1d3, I oppose the ELM?s proposal to expa:r:.d its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit l.ands. There i,s no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremel.y toxic and exposure to '::t may result. in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comrr.i tment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide sprayj_ng. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with th~ BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that. addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Sean Anderson 

Sean ll.nderson 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

s;>read 



Robert Mumby 
<rdmumby@charter.net> 

11111/200908:29 PM 
Please respond to 

rdmumby@charter.net 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear M.r Shepard and the 8LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the B LI1 in Oregon. 
I am extremely con~erned that the BLJ'v] is proposing to dramatical y expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, f 3h, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread. agreement over the need 'Co slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to eXDalld its 
herbicide pragran to include the spraying of native vege-cation along roads and 
recreation si~es. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit !=lublic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that ~he BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may res'Jlt in serious human 
health ef~ects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s knowledge of the side effects of herbicide and pesticides. 

Please consider alternatives to blankec herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds a:!.10 to 
leverage fundi.ng for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health ano 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanceo and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses ~he :coot causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Robert I'-lumby 



Richard Blackwell 
<beamb@aoLcom> 

11/11/200905:59 PM 
Please respond to 
beamb@aoLcom 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatmen"t.s@blm.goll 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and ti,"]e BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the pubIie lands and ·watersheds maJJ.aged by the BLM n Oreg D. 

I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expa.nd ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality a~ risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need t·o slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppo§e the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreacion si~es. I do no~ wanE myself or my family exposed to herbic_des when 
we, visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray i'l.ative vegetat,ion 
wi. th herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4 -D is extremely toxic and exposur:e to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your pla::..s makes me doubt. 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider a1 ternat i. ves to blanket herbicide spraying. Ma.ny Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicarion efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful app:::'oach co 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, =oad construction and logging activities that spread 
~nvasive plants. 

Sincerely I 

Richard Blackwe.l1 



Richard Barnes 
<rickbarnes 72@gmail.com> 

'11/11/200908:49 PM 
Please respond to 

rickbarnes72 gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments SIS Team 
20 Box 2.965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr:' Shepard and the B'LGJ, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds rr,anaged b::l the BLlVl in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place hUman health, £'ish l '0,'i1d1i£e, 
nbn-target plants and water quality at risk. 

\lJoi1e there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invas.ive weeds on public lands, I oppose "the BLM?s proposal to (~xpand its 
herbicide program to includ.e "[he spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not ,want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compe.lling need to spray native vegetat:icIl. 
wit:h herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely tox.ic and exposure to it may result in serious hUffi2,n 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cornrcitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying, Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicat:"on efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place humar; health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful a.ppr-oach to 
noxious weeds tha~ addresses the root causes o~ the problem such as 
inappropria':::e graz':"ng, road const::::-uction and 1oggj.ng activi"ties tr:at spread 
invasi ve s. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Barnes 



Renee Childs 
<harmonicdesigns@yahoo.co 
m> 

11/11/2009 09:03 PM 
Please respond to 

harmonicdesigns@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed_shepard@bl.m.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the pub~ic lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Greg n, 
1 am extremely concerned that the BLM is propos~ng to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal_th, f:1.5h/ wild: fe, 
non-targec plants and water quality a~ risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation si~es. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicj_des when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
witj herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2r 4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it rnay resu,lt in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corrunitment to hu.man health. 

Please co~sider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-irnpac-::' eradication effo_l,~tS. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will ce human health and 
watershed values a:: risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely I 

Renee Childs 

Renee Chi1ds 



Paul Torrence 
<Good_Oak@ecologyfund.net 
> 

11/11/200909:49 PM 
Please respond to 

Good Oak@ecologyfund.net 

Vegetation Treatments Ers Team 
PO Box 296=, 
Portland, OR 97208 

orv·2gtreatments@blm.qov 
ed sbepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

= greatly value the public l,ands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expa:::1d its 
herbicide spraying program and as a .::::-esult place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on c lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreat.lon sites. I do not. want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may resuJ.~ in serious human 
heal't:h effects. The inclusior.. of this herbicide in you:,:, plans makes me doubt 
t.he BIJ1'1? s comrni, tmer!.1':: to human heal th. 

Please consider al.ternat,ives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s P:;::'oposed approach will human heal'Ch and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
~oxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely f 

Paul Torrence 



Patrice Thiessen 
<patrice@finestplanet.com> 

11/11/2009 05:57 PM 
Please respond to 

patrice@finestplanet.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the ie lands and watersheds managed by he BLM. in Oreg n. 
I am ext:cemely concerned that the ELM is proposing to drama ically expand ":5 

herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal h, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water ty at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive IrJeeds on p\J.blic lands, I oppose "the BLM?s proposal to exyand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbic,ides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need .to spray native vegetation 
wi::h herbicides. 

I am shocked tha''l:, 'ebe ELM is .proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to i~ Inay result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to humar~ health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
h1a'cersned values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

PI ease develop and implement a more .balanced and thoughtful approach -:=0 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of ~he problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

S.:Lncerely f 

Patrice Thiessen 

Patrice Thiessen 



.. Oceanah D'amore" 
<cedamore@charter ,net> 

11/11/200909:05 PM 
Please respond to 

cedamore@charter.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLtv] I 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the LM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that t!:1e BLlY is proposing to dramatica Iy expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, ish, wild,J..ire, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While "[here is widespread agreement over the need to s,iow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide progra!fL to inc1ude the spraying of na'Cive vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray ::.he compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusiorc of this herbicide in your pIans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human [.Iealth. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would Ii.ke to work with the B1M to manually i~emove invasive weeds and "Co 
leverage fundin9 for low~impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop a:nd implement a more ba:~,anced and houghtful approach "Co 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of he problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 1099 ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Oceanan D!amo~e 

Oceanah D!amore 



Michael Monarch 
<mmonarch@gmail,com> 

11/11/200908:43 PM 
Please respond to 

mmonarch@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Po~cland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@bJ.m.gov 
ed shepard@blm.goll 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wild1 fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over 'che need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native '\.regeta-:::ion along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when. 
we visit public lar:ds. There is no compelling need to spray native vege::ation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that t,ne :aLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-J on public 
lands. 2,il-D is extremely toxic and exposu.re to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
~he 3LM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider al ternati ves to blanket herbicide sprayin,g. Many Oregonians 
wmlld like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful a.pproach to 
noxious weeds that addre,sses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road constructj.on and logging activities that spread 
invasive ants. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Monarch 



Alan Bowes 
<alanbowes@hotmaH .com> 

11111/2009 10:05 PM 
Please respond to 

alanbowes@hotmail.com 

Vegeta~ion Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicj.de spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants'and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation aJ"ong roads and 
recrea'::':ion sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit pub':;'.ic lands. There is no corr,pelling need to spray {'!.ative vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to iL. may rese"lt in serious h,uman 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corrunitment to human health. 

P1ea,se consider al ternati ves to bI anket herbicide sp::'aying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for .iow-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM.?s proposed appx'oach will place human healtri and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and t'houghtful approach to 
noxi"ous 'i"-leeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and J.ogging ac~ivi~ies that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Alan Bowes 



Peter & Mary Alice Belov 
<beltek@gorge.net> 

111111200910:42 PM 
Please respond to 
beltek@gorge.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed sbepard@blm.gov 

Dear l'1r Shepard and the BLMr 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

J: greatly value the public lands and wate:csheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is again proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health/ 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recrea~ian sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
\fie visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetat-J,an 
with herbicides. 

I am stJocked that the BLM is proposing :-'0 spray the :::::ompound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt~ 

the BLM?s corrunitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to bl,anket herbicide spraying. Ma0Y Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manualJ.y remove invasive weeds and to 
lev'erage funding for low-impact. eradication efforts. 

:: am concerned --that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human heaJ,th and 
wa~ershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful appr ach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem sue as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and loggin,g activities hat spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Pete:::' S, IvJary Alice BeJ..ov 



Melba Dlugonski 
<melbajade@hotmail.com> 

11111/2009 08:38 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
melbajade@hotmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orveg'Creatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the B~Mr 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a resul~ place human beal 
non-target p:ants and water quality at risk. 

he ELM in Orego:!.. 
ically expand its 
h, fish, wildlife, 

While there is ·widespread agreement over the 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the 
herbicide program to include the sprayiLl9 of 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my 
we vis:"t public lands. There is no compell 
with herbicides. 

need to slow the spread of 
BLM?s pr8posal to expand its 
native vegetation along roads and 
family exposed to herbicides when 
need to spray native vegetation 

I am shocked rJ')at, the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4: -·D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes :ue d.oubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alterna~ives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
wou~d like to work with the 8LM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s p,:r.oposeo approach w'iJ.l place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and hO'Jght.ful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of he problem such as 
inappropriate gr:azing, road const:::uction and 10gg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely! 

Melba 0lugonski 

Melba Dlugonski. 



Maura Hayes 
<maurahce@hotmail.com> 

11/11/200906:16 PM 
Please respond to 

mauralice@hotmail.com 

Vegetation TrEatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm..gov 
ed snepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herb·,cides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish/ wildlife, 
non-target pl~nts and water qliality at risk. 

While there is widespread ag-reement over the need to slo,,·.,. the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetatj,on along roads and 

'recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that: the BLM is proposing to spray' the compound 2, 4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may resuit in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive \'.Jeeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

:;: am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human h,ealth and 
watershed values at risk through ov~rzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approa,ch to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the probleD such as 
inappropriate grazing, ~oad c.onstruction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Maura Hayes 



martha wilhelm 
<oakstream@jeffnet.org> 

1111112009 06:05 PM 
Please respond to 

oakstream@jeffnet.org 

Vegetation Treatments Ers Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed.~ shepard@blm. gov 

Dear l\1]r Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the B M in Dreg D. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing t.o dramatical y expand ",=-3 

herbicide spraying program and as a result place hUman health, .r: sh, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at ~isk. 

While there is widespread agreement ove~ the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads ano: 
recreation sites. I do DO-C want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray !lative vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is ext.remely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide i~ your plans makes me doubt 
l:he BLlV1?s cOlT!J.l',itment to human health. 

Please consider al-ceinatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregon,ians 
would like to work with "Che BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicat=-on efforts. 

i am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will hUman health and 
watershed values at risk through ove!'zealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b lanced and houghtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the rOO causes of he problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road C0::1str0ct on and logg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sin,cerely, 

martha wilhelm 

480 rock st. ashla::1d oregon 



.. Mark Wienert Jr ." 
<Lifesongwild @yahoo.com> 

11/11/200908:10 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bce Please respond to 
Lifesongwild@yahoo.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and wate~sheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water ity at risk. 

he BLM in Oreg n. 
ically expand ts 
~r fish, wildl fe, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of riative vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
witb herbicides. 

I am shocked that: the BLb1 is proposing "to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,i.l-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The incl.usion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to heman health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbj_cide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work h'ith the B~j\] to manuaLly reffiOTIe invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication e:forts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses "the roo 
inappropriate grazing, road construct 
invasive plants. 

Si.ncerel y, 

Mark Wienert Jr. 

~lark Wienert Jr. 

lanced and thought ul approach to 
causes of the pro lem such as 

on and logging act vities that spread 



Mark Egger 
<m.egger@comcast.net> 

11/11/2009 09:27 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
m.egger@comcast.net Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepa!'d and ~:he 3L]\1, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BLlvl is proposing to dra!na 
herbicide spraying program and as a ,:result place human hea.l 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he BLM in Oregon. 
ically expand its 
hi fish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to sJow Lhe spread 0= 
invasive weeds on lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit publi,~ lands. There is no compe~ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on pub1ic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious huma~ 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes m,e doubt 
the BLM?s co:tTh'TIitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blan,ket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and ~o 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BU·r!s proposed approach will p~_ace human heal tn and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Pl.ease develop and implement a more b lanced and 'choughtful approacr. to 
noxious weeds that addresses the ;:00 causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road cons~ruct on and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 



Undea Kirschner 
<dea777@talknatural.com> 

11/11/2009 09:41 PM 
Please respond to 

dea 777@talknatural.com 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by he ELM i.n Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to drama ically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal hi fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include tbe spraying of native vegetat,ion along roads and 
recreation sites. 7 do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegeL:.ation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked th,at the B~M is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on ic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
heal-th effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cOITmitment "[0 human health. 

l?lease consider al ternati ves t,o blanket herbicide spraying. L'0any Oregonians 
would like to work wiL:.h the BL,~ to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human heal"ch and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and houghtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of he problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg ng activities that spread 
invasi-ve plants. 

Sincerely, 

Lindea Kirschner 

360 Merrill. St. 



Len Lea 
<len lea @yahoo,com> 

11/11/200908:14 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bce Please respond to 
lenlea@yahoo,com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@b.lrn.gov 
ed~shepard@blITi.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying progran and as a resLlt place human health, fish, wildlife, 
no~-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal ~o expand i~s 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
rec~eation si~es. I do not want myself or my family exposed co herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely t.oxic ano exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comIEitment to human health, 

Please consider alternatives ·to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leve:::-age funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the B~M?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please deveJ.op and implement a mOYe balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Len Lea 

hough'tful approach 
he problem such as 
ng act:ivities that 

to 

spread 



Leslie Cox 
<Iucyrosefalconer@gmail.com 
> 

11/11/200907:38 PM 
Please respond to 

lucyrosefalconer@gmail.com 

Veqetation Treat.ments EIS Team 
PO Box 296::) 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed snepard.@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLLvI, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Dreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatic~lly expand ts 
herbicide spraying prograrc and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

lPJhile t,here is '.-videspread agreement over the need to slow the spread o£ 
invasive weeds on c lands, ::: oppose the BLI"1?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide pr'ogram to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit puD.ilc lands. There is no compelling need to spra.y nat_ive vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to i:- mav result in serious huma'l 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide l:1 your plans makes me dOl:.bt 
the BLl:'-1? s cornmi tment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to v,w:ck with the BLM to ma~lllally remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

:: am concerned that the BLM?s propOSed approach wil': place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

PleaSe develop and impJ.ement a more b lanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 

inappropriate grazing, road construct on and logg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Cox 



Krislyn Dillard 
<muirghienrudh@yahoo.com> 

11/11/200907:09 PM 
Please respond to 

muirghienrudh@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatment.s@blm.gov 
ed shepard@D_m.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the B'LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value thE_' public lands and watersheds managed by the B M in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dr-arnatieal y expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, f 3h, wildlife, 
rlcm-target plarlts and v.Jater quality at risk. 

Whil& there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on i.e lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreati"oD sites. I do not want myself or my :amily exposed t.o herbicides when 
we vi5i t public lands. There is no compelli,lg need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLIY.!?s com.-rnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 
One in particular Walama has been particularly successful a-c this. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach wi.l2. place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the prob.l .. ern such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Krislyn Dillard 



Kevin Slager 
<kevin@bJueskytransportation 
.com> 

11/11/200908:10 PM 
Please respond to 

kevin@blueskytransportation.c 
om 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreacmen"cs@blm. gov 
ed _.shepard@blrrc. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public j a::l.ds and vJatersheds managed by the BLJ:'.1 in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water ty at risk. 

Tl'}hile there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program ;-:0 include the spraying of nati.ve vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not ·want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There _1.S no compelling need to spray native vegFtation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclus.1,on of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comrnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLI:1 to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbi.cide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b lanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of 

houghtful approach ::'0 

he problem such as 
inappropria-=-e grazing, road construct on and logg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Kevirc Slager 



Kevin Slager 
<kevin@blueskytransportation 
.com> 

11/11/200908:11 PM 
Please respond to 

kevin@blueskytransportation.c 
om 

Vegetation Treatments E,IS TeaIT. 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oreqon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water ity at risk. 

TrVhile there is widespread agreement over the need to 510\111 the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to inc.lude the spraying of native vege-ca-cion a10::'L9 roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLj\1 is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-C on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it. may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of t.his herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the Bi..JM?s commitment to humar: health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like t_o work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk t.hrough overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement: a more baJ.anced and thoughtful approach "Co 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging act~vities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Kevir: Slage..c 



Kathy Staley 
<kathystaley@clearwire .net> 

11/11/200906:40 PM 
Please respond to 

kathystaley@clearwire.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the pubLic lands and watersheds managed by the BIJM in O~eg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLL1 is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place hurr.an health, fish r IrJildl fe, 
non-target plants and water icy at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need co slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose th.e BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetatior. al.ong roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit publis lands. There is :::10 compel1ing need to spray r:lative vegetation 
with herbisides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to .it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alte~natives to blanket herbicide sp~aying. Many Oregonians 
'rwuld liKe to work wi-:::.h. the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for lQl.'.I-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned tha't the BLM?s proposed approach will place human healc::h and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please deve.l,op and implement a more balanced and thot:gbtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging accivities that spread 
i:::nTasi ve plants. 

Sincerely, 

I<:athy Staley 

Kathy Staley 



Brian Santos 
<briansantos 52@gmail.com> 

11/11/2009 08: 13 PM 
Please respond to 

briansantos52@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and ~he BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to T oxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely .concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal ~o expand. its 
berbic:Lde program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
rec!:'eation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray nati.ve vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spray.ing. Man:':l Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leve~age fundi.ng for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLl'1?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful app:coach to 
noxious weeds that addresses ~he roo~ causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invas~ve plants. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Santos 

Brian Santos 

McCJ.oud Avenue 



John Weatherman 
<weatherman@whoever.com> 

11/11/2009 09:06 PM 
Please respond to 

weatherman@whoever.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland/ OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed"_ snepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I great1y value the public lands and vvatersheds managed by the B M in Oreg n, 
I am extremely concerned that the BLl'l: is proposing to drama~ica.l y expc:...nd ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, f sh, V\7ildl fe, 
non-target ants and water quality at risk. 

"\Alhi1e there is widespread agreement over the Deeci to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
rec::::eation sites. I do not want myself or my family expOSed to herbicides \rvheL 
'riS visit public lands. There is no compel.l.,ing need tc spray native vegetation 
""i th herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to l~ may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
thE? BLM?s commitment to human healt~h. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM -co manua.ily remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for: low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach vJil1 place nUmB!.!. health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and irriplement a more balanced and tljoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road constructio~ and logging activities that spread 
irnrasi ve plants. 

Sincerely r 

John Neatherman 



.. Jeffrey N. White" 
<jeffreewhite @gmail.com> 

11/11/200909:19 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
jeffreewhite@gmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a reSU-1:'- D~ace human heal 
non-target plants and water quality a~ risk 

he B M in Oregon. 
ieal y expand its 
hi f 5h, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray nati.ve vegetation 
'i'li th herbicides. 

I am shocked that 'che BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may resul~ in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitme:ut to human health. 

Please consider al ternati ves to b1ankec:. herbicide spraying. Ma::1Y Orego':"'lians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implerr.ent a more balanceci and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropri.ate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey N. White 

l-J.oughtful approach to 
he problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



Jeff Yockers 
<jyockers@jeffnet.org> 

1111112009 10:02 PM 
Please respond to 

jyockers@jeffneLorg 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 3LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 

cc 

bec 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by he B M .in Oreg D. 

I am extremely concerned that the BLM is propos:i,ng to drama leal y expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place hurr,an h~~al h, f sh, wi-Ldl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While ther'e is vddespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. 2: do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides !",hen 
we visit public lands. There is no compel_ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic ana exposure to -,-, may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM? s conuni tment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to' work with the ELM to manually remove invaslve weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradica~ion efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will p.Lace human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach -co 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
in,appropriate grazing, road construct.ion. and logging act.ivities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely! 

Jeff Yocj<:ers 



JAY RICHARDS 
<vespajayr 2@yahoo.com> 

11/11/2009 07:45 PM 
Please respond to 

vespajayr2 yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly vaJue the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM .in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned tha:. the BL1Vl is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plantS and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compell,ing need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

am shocked that the 3LM is proposing to spray the compou:1d 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is ex'=.remely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s COHll'1'Li tment to hurEan health. 

Please consider alternatives to blank~t herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage fundil1g for low-impact e!'adication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?S proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

P.lease develop and ireplement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the, root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely! 

JA.Y RICHARDS 



Jason Margulis 
<jmarg@hotmail.com> 

11/11/200910:51 PM 
Please respond to 

jmarg@hotmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds ma~aged by BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human hea.Lth, fish, vlild1 fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widesp:cead agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbj"cide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my famil.y exposed to herbicides wheE 
we visit public lands. There is no compell.ing need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spr:ay the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human h,ealth. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like ,to work with the BLIvJ to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for Im"l-irnpact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 

inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jason ['\largulis 



Herbert Long 
<herb@herblong.net> 

11/11/2009 08:24 PM 
Please respond to 

herb@herblong.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland r OR 97208 

orveg~rea~ments@blm.gov 

ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLlvJ, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by he ELM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned ttl2t the BLM is proposing to drama ically expand [8 

herbicide spraying program and as a result human heal h, fish, wild} fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not wanL myself or roy fanlily exposed to herbicides when 
we visi t public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetatio:") 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on pubLic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and expo,sure to i"C m,ay result in serious h;.lrnan 
heal tL effects. The inclusion of this herbicide iE your plans makes me doub'c 
the BLM?s comrnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work Hith the BLM to manual remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication effor~s. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will p~ace human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

PJ.ease develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addreSSeS the root causes of 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 

inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg ng a.ctivities '"Cha.t spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely r 

Herbert I.;ong 



Greg Zahradnik 
<zengr@juno.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
111111200907:14 PM 

bcc Please respond to 
zengr@juno.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by t:he B M in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatical y expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, f sh, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water ty at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal ~o expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of Dative vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
lNe visit pubL1 .. C lands. There is no compelling need to spray I1ative vegetat.ion 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2/4-D on public 
lands. 2/4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may resul't in serious hUman 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicj_de spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually reniove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropr.i..ate grazing/ road construction and 10gg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Greg Zahradnik 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



Glenn Me Caslin 
<glenn .mccaslin@pason.com 
> 

11/11/2009 06:55 PM 
Please respond to 

glenn.mccaslin@pason.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
?ortland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed s~epard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bec 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed the BIJM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, .wild2.ife, 
non-target plants. and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide prog-ram to include the spraying of Dative vegetation alof),g roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLIvr is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxi.c and exposure to it may result in serious truman 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to l:uman health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work: with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for ImAI-impact eradication efforts. 

I aLn concerned that the BLM~:s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

please develop and imp.iement a more b lanced and thoughtfu~ approach -co 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construct on and logging activities that sp~ead 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Glenn ]Vic Caslin 

11647 BrOOK Rd 



George Lescher 
<gleseher@ashlandhome.net 
> 

11/11/200906:18 PM 

Vegetation ':::'reatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@b-lm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the B'LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bce 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg ll. 

:::- am extremely concerned that the BUll .is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying pr.ogram and as a result place human health, fish, ·wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow thE~ spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLlVl?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want Elysel: or my :'amily exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetatioL 
with herbicides. 

I arr, shocked that t,he ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-I) on public 
lands. 2,4-I) is extremely toxic and exposure to :Lt may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human healt:h. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the 3LlvJ to ILanually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
wat.ershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach r:o 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropria'te grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

George Lescher 



Gail Battaglia 
<gailbee@ccountry.net> 

11/11/200910:43 PM 
Please respond to 

gailbee@ccountry.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blrn. gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I grea,t.ly value the public lands and wa'cersheds managed by the BJ~M in Oregon. 
I am extl:'emely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand i·ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wild1ife, 
non-target plants and water ty at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal co expand its 
herbicide program to inc.lude the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veqetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
hea~L th effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLLVJ:?s comrnitmen't to huma!} 11ealth. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work wi~h the ELM to manual remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b lanced and thoughtfel approach 'to 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road cons'cruct on and logging ac'c.ivities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Gail Battaglia 



G L LEBLANC 
<polarbear 4@gmail.com> 

11/11/200908:59 PM 
Please respond to 

polarbear4@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

oI'vegtreatments@blm. gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Hr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I great1y value the public lands and v.mtersheds managed by the B M in Oregon. 
I am extremely concel:rled that the BLH is proposing to clrarnatical y expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human healthl f sh l wildlife, 
Don~target plants and water ty at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
"We visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that tile ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to ..1..c" may result_ in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like :.0 work with -the BL.M to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed apprOaCf], will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious IrJeeds t:nat addresses the root causes of the problem SJch as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities t.rla.t spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

G L LEBLANC 



Elaine Wood riff 
<ew0220@sonic.net> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11111/200907:47 PM 

bcc Please respond to 
ew0220@sonic.net Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremel)l concerned that the BLtv:1 is proposing to dramat.ically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand i~s 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do .:-lot want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious h'...lTIWD 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comrnitment to human health. 

P~ease consider alterna~ives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLl'-'1 ~o manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication e=forts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Elaine Woodriff 

houghtful approach co 
he problem such as 
ng a,ctivities that spread 



Drew Laird 
<drewlaird@yahoo.com> 

11/11/200906:34 PM 
Please respond to 

drewlaird yahoo. com 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.go'V 
eo shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and -+::.he BL\l.1, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and wate:r.sheds managed by the B M in Oreg D. 

I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatical y expand t5 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, f sh, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at ri.sk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of na::ive vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed co herbicides whe~ 
we visit pubLic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D o~ public 
lands. 2r 4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may res\.J.lt in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the ELM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many· Oregonians 
would like to work with che ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impacc eradication efforts. 

I are concerned that the Bl,M?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities tha-c spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Drew Laird 



Derek Volkart 
<derekv@mac.com> 

i 1/11/2009 08:15 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
derekv@mac.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and ~he BLM, 

I gTeatly "'.ralue the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he ELM in Oregon. 
ically expand its 
h, fish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program ~o include the spraying of native vegetation a~ong roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit pUblic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
\"..7i '\:h herb.l cides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious h:lInan 
heal th effec~_s. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human. health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLN to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLJ'v'!?s proposed approach wi.ll place human health and 
watershed values at risk through, overzealous herbicide sp::aying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 

houghtful approach to 
be problem such as 

inappropriate gra,zing, road construction and 10gg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely r 

Derek Volka!."t 



Dan Sherwood 
<dan@dansherwood.com> 

11/11/200907:16 PM 
Please respond to 

dan@dansherwood.com 

Veg-etation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed _ shepard@blrrc.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I ~;reatly value the public lands and watersheds rnanaged by the BLM in Oregon. 
::.: am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to ciramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While '[here is widespread agreement_ over the need to slm,q the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herb:Lcide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit publ.i,c lands. There is DO compeiling ~eed to spray ~ative vegetation 
wi~h herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious hurrw::1 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corrunit.ment to human health. 

Please consider alternat::"ves to blanket herbicide spraying. Ma:lY Oregonians 
Hould like :'0 work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicat.ion efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
i.nappropriate grazing, road construction and l.ogging activities that spread 
invasive planes. 

Sincere1Yr 

Dan Shen-wod 



Charlotte Nuessle 
<!ivinginwellness @gmail.com 
> 

11/11/200905:38 PM 
Please respond to 

!ivinginwellness@gmail.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2.965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@:Olm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oreg D. 

I am extremely concerned ~hat the BLM is proposing to drarn~tically expand ~s 

herbicide spraying program i;l.nd as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand i':.s 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetati~n along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There ~s no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
la·nds. 2,4-0 is extremely Loxic and exposure to i.t may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to hUman health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I arL concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and houghtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of he p~ob~em such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and ~ogg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Charlotte Nuessle 



Carol Ampel 
<cdampel@c1earwire.net> 

11/11/200908:27 PM 
Please respond to 

cdampel@c1earwire.net 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Tearr 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orveg~reatments@blm.gov 

ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
1. am eX'c.remely conceIned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to i!1ch.:tde the spraying of Dative vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides 'vlhen 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. It also seems to be a serious problem for amphibians, which 
are in serious trouble both in Oregon and worldwide. The inclusion of this 
herbicide in your plans calls inl:o question BLM cormni tment to human heal-:'h and 
the protection of endangered species. There are better and safer ways to do 
this work. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to vJOrk with thE~ BLH 'to manually, remOlle invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. In a jobless "recovery" 
the need for putting people to work ought to be a clear mandate to do this 
kind of necessary restoration in a way that provides jobs by taking a more 
careful and safe approach. 

Please develop and implement a mo~e balanced and thoughtfuJ, way of addrE:,ssing 
the root causes of the problem of noxious weeds, such as inappropriate 
grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread invasive plan~s. 

Sincerely f 

Carol A.rnpel 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLJVl Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: II ')1\\\=E\r \\."'" \-1 o?11~:' 4"\':~ G':::;"V& O'M 97 
~( , I 

I oppose your plan to increase LIse of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATIVE ONE _ .. no herblcides _. because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4MD and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your OEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to olTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two arc "only for comparison." 

I object to the fad that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would -:hange your -:urrent authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation". including <1t schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Chi!dren 
bdore profits! 
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P,;hl;" Comment on Draft Environmentanmp"llctStatemen~o)iBtiM;Herbicides 

.l)~ar·AlLM, my name and address are:f\\e;wvldvt/ ~yJl1g(qti:vtH;lc¢\'fGn:,tij Not; . C(]-'dlp I 

!OPPos;l)'our plan to inCr~aseuse ofp~sticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE~rtoherbicides- because all ofthe other alternatives 
would increase .the use of pesticides, including thedeadIy 2,4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

profesttllefactthatyo)l1:DEIS did not in~l\lde an analysis oftheinert ingredients and relied on a Bush-A.dministration legal definition 
-ofthe terrn "drift"thatelhninated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

, :.;; 

. I protest thafyoupr~erid:f,?;oft'erfivealternatives but admitthatlil1IDbers one and.two are. "only for comparison:; 

to th<lf'act.tllat)o~r;;l'rp~C)sed Option,A.ltemative Four',wouldchange YOJJTcurrent authority "to spray Qnly noxious weeds" to 
l1ave.newlegalauthority tC)'.'.'sprayallvegetation'c,includingat schools on leasedBLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: i" \;\0\ C rl:lr S InSfi}lV OJJIL _it <f 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 support ALTERN:TIVfo~~~o he~lSes ~X7caE!e all of the other alternatives 
would increase the tlSC of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4-D and the carcinogenic Dimon. 

I protest the fact that your OElS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a BushHAdministration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison," 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would t:hange your current authority ·'to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits1 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

jr' . (" ,,0 ,t-,,; od, ", n . r~ 
Dear BLM, my name and address are: ":v~VVL.fb/ ,) ,:> f I..- 1/'-""'1''- r ; f [/ ! ~y!O UPUt,....t /' -- '.r.-"'J" - t, 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no hcrbides _. because all of the other alter:alC'Y2 
would increase the use of pesticides_ including the deadly 2,4-0 and the carcinogenic Diurol1. 

I protest the fact that your DBIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift 

I protest that you pretend to otTcr tive alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are ;(001), for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option. Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority 10 "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased ELM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
htfore pro/its! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides. r 0 
.. ... ~L CJae(1fc(c~'1 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: 'Kw,cJ1.t:k\\ 3~ 0 I1nJ\J {J'1)fed '11'1=05 \J 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE .- no herbicides - because aJJ of the other alternatives 
\vould increwic tbe use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the i,nert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drllt. 

I protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that numbers one und two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new IegaJ authority 10 "spray all vegetation". including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before protltS! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

,~/; 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: b/ G 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. 1 support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides ~ because all other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your OEIS did not indude an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

1 protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers ant: and 1\vo are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your -Proposed Option. Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious \veeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft EnVironmenta.}Xmpa t Stat€me: t n .BL~ Herftic:des ~ _, "->, ' 

, .... ()l/ 'lnl\'~? n!? \ 
Dear BLM, my name and address are:/ ( A _,l I ~_y:;A..... 'rJ Y J -" ____ _ 

. ! 3 /I iJ~~ S't'- ; €~La{)12. 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticide . ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - beca~ alf of the other alt~r~~f(ves9 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. ? .......... 

"b ? 
I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on ka<;ed BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft EnvironmentallmpacyStatement on BLM Herbicides /~; 

Dear ELM, my name and address are: ~f1<f~4<ca&'lJ ~ /~4 ~"-od:l: 
U <;:' UQWYJ! I {7i4.. o ?.7 

I oppose your plan to increase usc of pesticides. I support ALfERNAflVE ONE - no herbicides - because ~ oftflf other a(ternatives 
would increase the USc of pesticides, including the deadly 2.4-0 and the carcinogenic Diuroo. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis urihe inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that cJiminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otfer five ulternatives but admit that numbers One and two are "only for comparison." 

r object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your I:;urrent authority "to spray only noxiolls weeds" to 
have new legal authority 10 "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

"J \fr C Dear BLM, my name and address are: ~~.t:{ (/\ J t:(/V\) ,- {l tf VV) , &~., if/\, ~ \." . t·, , n K\~'Q.r "", iJ .'. . '.' V' e VI C 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support . lYE ONE - no he~icides -~~ of the ~~rllhernatives' 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. j 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Imp8ct St<Jtement on HUH Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are; EJ.::~tO-,_ CO,-t~~ l{"t'l:':lQ !<CaSon S-!"-rina,, Rd~()~',j"e, or<. _ 
'~-". '""J 9 1%3 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. j support ALTERNATIVE ONE·- 110 herbicides·- because ;:-di oftht uther Jiternatives 
vvou!d increase the use of pesticides, inciwJin2 the dead!.\ 2.4·0 2nd tile can.:inl'[,enic DJUJon 

I protest the fact that your DE1S did not include <1n ililal) sis ortlle illerl Ingredients {jod relied on J Glish /\dminislu11ioll legal deJiniliun 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the considemliun of v<1por;:Is drift. 

I protest that you pretend to oller fIve alternatives but admit th(]l numbers one ,li1d two Me "on!) for comparison' 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Altern;]iivc Four', wuuJd change :our l'urrenf authord: "to srrJ;' 0111) 
have new legaJ authority to "spray all vegetation " including ill Sdloois on kilsed BLM lands. campground:;, iJlld 
before profits! 

._ m _ = m = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .~~_ 

no\ious weeds" to 
ilfeas_ Children 
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Public Com men! on Draft Environme~t~~~lj Stt~7)n BLM He~bicides J 7Lf 5 . ff~ iA:::;) 
Dear BLM, my name and address are~" .. z/m e[,6<.?1?Li:J2" !SA 1 '7,/¥-O e 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, induding the deadly 2,4-0 and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the tefm "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otfer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation", induding at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact State,m.ent.on_BLM. H. e.rb}cideS S-'." ,_ \./Ji. . 

t1 ,~11 S (1' i,c->L ( 0' L{ ;:: f ~ \/ f",:4 10 
Dear BLM, my name and address are: L Jill I L I C.1 i~ D '.IA,\- 0 '-' I' I 0 I~ "-

t Po d (cu_",d . 0 R q 12-55 
I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. ! support ALTERNAflVE ONE - no herbicides { because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides. including the deadly 2.4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush~Administratjon legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to otTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "on!y for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would .::hange your current authority ··to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation". including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before protits] 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address are: U\.c\J(:\;\)(AI ck~" del ,)j,5~\:\ <,:JiSt 
\J " 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because aU of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your OElS did not include an analysis orthe inert ingredients and relied on a Bush·Administration legaJ definition 
of the term "drift"that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to alTer tive alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your . Proposed Option. Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have nt:w legal authority to "spray all vegdation'·. induding at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides .,,-, " \1 ' C· ·1'J Y ii' 
Dear BLM,my name and address are: :D.JA\ .rQ\S/ (0'1") v d~V\ I-\\. 

'J 
1 oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. I support ALTERNATIVE. ONE ~ no herbicides -" because an of the other a!ternatives~ 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2.4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fad that your DEIS did not include un analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush~Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

f protest that you pretend to olTer five alternatives but admit that numbers ant: and two aru ·'on!y for comparison:' 

[ object to the fact that your' Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" tl) 

have neW !egal authority to "spray an vegetation", including at schools on leased ELM lantis, campgrounds, and picnic arcas. Children 
hetore profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

(I" I L?! " 1 <::J) ,- ~ '''"' It E i I Dear BLM, my name and address are: VoL i Ai e... "') (0 LOB ;\H -r~-.i{"tt(l\.U q Ai 
IrQ 

I oppose your plan to increase usc uf pestiddes. J support ALTERNAT1VE ONE - no herbicides - bel.;()use all offhe other alternatIves 
w{)u!d increase the use of pesticides, induding the deadly 2A~D and the ...:arcinogenic Diu(on, 

I protest the fact that your OElS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush~Admjnistratjon legal detinition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that YOll pretend to otTer tiyt· alternatives but admit that numbers one and two are ·'only for comparison." 

J oqjcct to 1h¢ fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', ,,vouJd change your l'urnmt authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority t(l';spray all vegetation", induding at s~h(}uk, Of! kased BLM lanos, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
before profits! 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement on BLM Herbicides 

DearBLM, my name and address are: :;:)t'?wn !VlLlVf!'\,-i 5tt5 W 2(, EL%!~"-
./ ' 'J' ' 

I oppose your plan to increase use of pesticides. J support ALTERNATIVE ONE - no herbicides - because al! of the other a!~cr~t7vt,~ 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2.4~D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

T protest the fact that your DElS did not include an analysis of the inert ingredients and relied on a Bush*Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to alTer five alternatives but admit that numbers one and two afC "only for comparison." 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', \V(lllld change your current authority "to spray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legaJ authority to "spray all vegetation", including at schools on leased BLM lands, campgrounds, and picnic areas. Children 
hefore profits! 



Donna Riddle 
<donna .riddle@gmail.com> 

11/12/200908:03 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
donna.riddle@gmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Poreland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed_shepard@b~m.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the B~M, 

I am having a hard time be.iieving that BLM is proposing to increase the use of 
herbicide spraying on public lands and particularly in watersheds. Please 
take the long view, Clean water is in diminishing supply and vital to our 
survival as well as that of wildlife. Manual eradication ~a,s worked in the 
past and should be used. I volunteer with three watershed councils and have 
participated in work parties to remove invasive species. If you can't get 
volunteers, surely creating green job contracts is preferable to poisoning our 
soils and water. 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM i.n OregoYl. 
I am extremely concerned tha~ the BLK is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal::h, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreemenx over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
\o,1i th herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BU0 is proposing to spray t:he compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxi.c and exposure to it may result i.n serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cOITi.J.""T,itment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket 
would like to work with the BLM "Co manua 
leverage funding for low-impact eradicat 

Sincerely, 

Donna Ridd:Je 

1238 Crest Dy 

erbicide spraying. 
ly remove invasive 
on efforts. 

Many Oregonians 
weeds and to 



Cathy Justice 
<cgjustice@copper.net> 

11/12/200909:06 AM 
Please respond to 

cgjustice@copper.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegt~eatments@blm.gov 

ed_snepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the B.LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bce 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value thE." public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM .is proposing to drarna'Cically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a resul't place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want ruyself or my family exposed 1:.0 herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is ~roposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLIvr? s comrrti tment to human heal th . 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLlVl to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive ants. 

Sincerely, 

Cathy JusLce 



Susan Menanno 
<Spiritwhym@jeffnet"org> 

11/12/200907:39 AM 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_~ shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BL1'1, 

To orvegtreatments@blm"gov 

ee 

bee 

Subject Piease Do Not Expose Me to Toxie Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and wat~r ty at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetac:ion clong roads and 
recreation sites. I do not \eJant myself or my family exposed to herbicides vvhen 
we visi:. lC .Lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbj,cides. 

I am shocked -::'hat the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4o-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The i.Delusion of this herbicide ~:Tl your plans ma-kes me doubt 
the BLM?s corn.L1litment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk t~rough overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach ::0 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincere~y, 

Susan Menanno 



sue mapolski 
<suepolski@gmail.com> 

11/12/200907:47 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
suepolski@gmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blrL. gov 

Dear Mr Sh,epard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying progr-am and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposa1 to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not V'.J2n-c myse,lf or my fam,:"ly exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vege'tatioL 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the ELM? s cornmi tment ~o human heal tL. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work wich the ELM ~:o manual remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

=: am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
wacershed values at risk through overzealous he~bicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo 
inappropriate grazing, roaci construct 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

sue mapolski 

lanced and thoughtful approach 
causes of the problem such as 

on and logging activities that 

to 

spread 



.. M.L Moore Moore" 
<mlmoore@q.com> 

11/12/200908:17 AM 
Please respond to 
mlmoore@q.eom 

Vege~ation ~reatments EIS Team 
PO Box 296E; 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed _.shepard@blm. gov 

Dear iVJr Shepard and the Bl.M, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lar,ds and watersheds mana.ged by the BL~ i::.. Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal!:h, fish, wild:ife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation a~ong roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray nat':"ve vegetation 
with herbicides. 

:= am shocked thac: the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2 r 4-D on public 
.lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment "to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BL.M to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach wil.l place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please de'v'"elop and implement a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo 
inappropriate grazing, road construct 
invasi ve s. 

Sincerely, 

M.L. Moore Moore 

lanced and 
causes of 

on and logg 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 
ng ac~ivities that spread 



mOuna wilson 
<mounasings@jeffnet.org> 

11/12/200907:59 AM 
Please respond to 

mounasings@jeffneLorg 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 296:; 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLLvJ, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bce 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly valu,e the public lands arld v-Jatersheds managed by he BLI>1 in Oreg n. 
I am ext:r:emely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama ically expand t:s 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heel hi ~ish, wildl fe, 
non-target s and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespreaci agreement: over the need to slow t:he spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide prog;:"am to include the spraying of native vegetat.ion along roads and 
recreation sj.~es. I do not want myself or my family exposed to ilerbicides wherl 
we visit Dublic lands. There is no compellirq need to spray na-cive vegetation 
w'i th herbicides. 

I am shocked that "che BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
la:l.ds. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may resu::..t in serious human 
"neal"'=.h effects. T"rle in.clusion of this :nerbicide in your p~ans makes me doubt 
the ELM? s commitment to human heal, tll. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like ~o v.lOrk with the ELM to manually remove irnrasi ve weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts . 

.1 am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problern such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive p1a2ts. 

Sincerely, 

mauna wilson 



Monty Larson 
<mdlarson 603@yahoo.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11/12/200906:51 AM 

bcc Please respond to 
mdlarson603@yahoo.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~sh.epard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Snepard and the B:Lr·j, 

I greatly value the public lands ana watersheds managed the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that che ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target ~lants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLt"!:?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recrea'cion sites. I do not want rnyself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visi t pubLL c lands. There Ls no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

=: am shocked 7:hat the BLM is proposing to sp:-ay the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may resJlt in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLl'l?s coIrlt"ltitment to human health. 

PJ..ease consider al7~ernati ves to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage f:.mding for low·-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach \-vill place human health and 
watershed values at risk throwgh overzealous herbicide spraying. 

PleasE'; develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road cons cruet ion and logg 
invasive plants. 

Si.ncerely r 

Honty Larson 

houghtfL:l approach to 
he problem such as 
ng activities that sp=ead 



Melissa Schweisguth 
<melissaschweisguth @yahoo. 
com> 

111121200904:38 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Please respond to 
melissaschweisguth@yahoo.c 

am 

Subject Oppose increased herbicide spraying on public lands 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
2ortland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blrn,gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the S:'M, 

I g-rea"c:y value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to drama'cica 
he:cbicide spraying program and as a result" place human health, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

LM in Oreg n. 
ly expand "[3 

ish, wildl fe I 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying o:f Dative vegetat l.on along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my ~amily exposed to herbicides when 
we visi,t public lands. There is no compelling need '~:o spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion o~ this herbicide irl your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human h.ealth. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage'funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLL'0?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balan,ced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 

inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Schweisguth 



Lydia Garvey 
<wolfhowlmama @yahoo.com 
> 

111121200908:19 AM 
Please respond to 

wolfhowlmama@yahoo.com 

Vege-:=ation T:ceatments EIS Team 
20 Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and w2'cersheds managed by the ELH in. Oreg n. 
am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 

herbj.ci,de spraying program and as a result place human heal th f fish, \o!i1d1 fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widesp2::'ead agreement over t.he need to S101t.,1 the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to exoand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
iecreation sites. I do not want myself or my exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vege"ca"C.-ion 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked -r:hat ti:1e BLM is proposing to spray the compo:..md 2 r 4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to -'.-c_ may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanke~ herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manual.J.y remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human hea.l.th and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such 2S 

inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invas~ve plants. 

Sincerely, 



Kyle Haines 
<kfaeastside@yahoo.com> 

11/12/200907:50 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
kfaeastside yahoo.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~sbepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place heman heal 
non-target plant"s and wa'c:'.er quality at risk. 

he BLM in Oregon. 
ically '2xpand its 
hi fish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not war,t myself or my family exposed to :nerbicides when 
we visit public lands. T'here is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposi.ng to spray 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide 
the BUv.;?s comIni tment to human health. 

the compound 2,4--0 on public 
it may result . . , 

In serlOUS .:.l'J.mar:: 
in your plans makes me doubt 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed. approach I"Jill pJ.ace human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful aDDroach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincere2 .. y, 

Kyle Haines 



kirsten shockey 
<kirsten@mellonia.com> 

11/12/2009 08:06 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
kirsten@mellonia.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed snepard@olm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 
I am extremely concerned that the 3LM is proposing to dramatica 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place hu:~nan health, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

M in Oreg n. 
y expand ts 
sh, wild1 fe, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide progrart to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There 1..'3 no compell.ing need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

am shocked that the BLIVI is proposing to spray the compound 2,4--D on public 
l.ands. 2,4-D is extremel.y toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
t.he BLL'1?s comrnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for lm,\l-impact eraciicatio['; efforts. 

I arr: concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach wil.l place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implerr.ent a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo 
inappropriate grazing, road construct 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely! 

kirs:~en shockey 

lanced and thoughtful approach to 
causes of "::".be problem such as 

on and logging activities that spread 



Kathy Uhtoff 
<kathyuhtoff@yahoo.com> 

11/12/2009 05:54 AM 
Please respond to 

kathyuhtoff@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed ~ sflepard@blm. gov 

Dear !Ylr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bec 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value ::.he public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg D. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ~s 

herbicide spraying program and as a resu1t place human health, fish, wildl fer 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recrea"Cion sites. I do not want myself 0::- my farreily exposed to herbicides ·when 
we visi~ public lands, There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
vli'Lb herbicides. 

= am shocked that the BLIVl is proposing to spray the compound 2r 4-D on pub~ic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely 'Coxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me dou.bt 
the BLM?s cornmitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying, Many Oregonians 
would like to work \tlith the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage' funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I arr, concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk. through overzealous herbicide spraying, 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds tha'C addresses the root causes of 
inappropria::e grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Si.ncerely I 

l<athy Uhtoff 

Katherine 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

:::0 

spread 



Kathleen.Stasny 
<kstas53@yahoo.com> 

11/12/200908:04 AM 
Please respond to 

kstas53@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepa:r-o and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg D. 

I am extreme2,y concerned that the 3LM is proposing to dramatically expand "cs 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at. risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, T oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads ar:d 
recreation sites. I do not want f or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit lands. There is ::0 compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that che BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusio:l of this herbicide in YO'Jr plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comrni.tment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
1everage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health a:Jd 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

P.:Lease develop and ~mplement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road cons::ruccio~ and logging activities thae spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Stasny 

Kathleen Stasny 



kathleen patton 
<kathleen~pttn@yahoo.com> 

11/12/2009 06:31 AM 
Please respond to 

kathleen pttn@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatmencs@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear L1r Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Dreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLlvJ is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
nO:1-target plan'cs and 'wat.er qualit.y at ylsK. 

While there is widespread aqreernerlt' 'over the need to s10",1 "Che spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit Dublie lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4 -D is extremely toxi c and exposure to it rr,ay result in serious 0uman 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLlVI?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLLVJ?s proposed approach lolill place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach ;:0 

noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of tbe problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

kathleen 92"["[on 

kathleen Datton 



James Freeberg 
<jfreebergO@aol.com> 

11/12/200901 :34 AM 
Please respond to 

jfreebergO@aol.com 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bce 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and wa~ersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned' that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbi.cide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-targe't plants and water quality at:. risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetatio:l along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I arE shocked that the BLM is -proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-'D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
heal th effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans rr,akes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach wil.l place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzea~ous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and th,oughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

James Freeberg 



J T <xenowat@gmail.com> 

11/12/200906:20 AM 
Please respond to 

xenowat@gmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vege~ation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 3LM, 

I great_Iy value t_he public 1ands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatical.ly expand its 
h.erbicide spraying program and as a result place hUman health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads aDd 
recreation sites. I do not want mysel f or my farEily exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no corr.pelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BUM is proposing ,to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
la,nds. 2, 4~D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
heal'th effects. The inclusion of this herbici.de in :lour plar;s makes me doubt 
the BIdM?s commitment to human heaJ"th. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manual remove :_nvasi ve weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I arr, concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please dS"ilelop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

J T 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



Grant Low 
<melvingladys@yahoo.com> 

11112/2009 06:05 AM 
Please respond to 

melvingladys@yahoo.com 

Vegetation Treatments SIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watershed::" managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying prograrE and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
nO:1-target plants and water quality at risk, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sit,es. I do not. want myself or my fami1y exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no co:rr.pelling !leed to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray t,he compound 2, 4-D on public 
la!lds. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. ?he inclusion of this herbicide in your makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to huma.n health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact: eradication efforts. 

I am concerned tbat. the BLM?s proposed approach w:Lj"l place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implemen-c a more b lanced and thoughtful approach Lo 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construct on and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Grant_ Low 



Gabriel Sheridan 
<sheridangabriel @hotmail.co 
m> 

11/12/200907:52 AM 
Please respond to 

sheridangabriel@hotmail.com 

Vegetatio0 Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 296.5 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear f\1r Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

:;:: greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLlV1 in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water ity at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over t,he need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicicie program to include the spraying of nati_ve vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I aIr shocked that~ the BLM is proposing to spl:'ay the com'pou!1d 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to .J.,'~ may result in serious hillU8n 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cOITLmitment to humar: health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s p.roposed approach 1,Ali,~1 place human health and 
watersheci values at ::::-isk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Gabriel Sheridan 



Deborah Fox 
<quintessential@apbb.net> 

11/12/200908:04 AM 
Please respond to 

quintessential@apbb.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed stepard@Dlm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

1 greatJ.y value the public lands and watersheds managed by be BLM in Oreg n. 
I arr, extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to drama ically expand t:.s 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human Jleal h, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quaIi-ty at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM'?s proposal to expand it~s 

he-rbicide program to includE~ the spraying of native vegetat.ion along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray na::ive vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public: 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to i.-c may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the ELM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanke:: herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLl0.?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and irnp~ement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activi~ies that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Steborah Fox 

170 Dreamhill Drive 



Craig Ambrose 
<frommthood@yahoo.eom> 

111121200908:42 AM 
Please respond to 

frommthood yahoo.eom 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ee 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extreme1y concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a res"0.1'c place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-tar~et plants and water quality at risk. 

Whi1e there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation a.1ong roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray na-cive vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is eX'tremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manual.ly remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for lov'.1-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will ace human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Craig A'TIbrose 



Connie Stringer 
<ceejaysee@aol.com> 

11/12/200906:17 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
ceejaysee@aol.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtrea·tments@blm.gall 
ed shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and wa'tersheds managed by 
I are extremely concerned that the ELM is propos to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he 
1,C2 

h, 

LM in Oreg 
ly expand 
i.sh, wildl 

n. 
ts 
fe, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the B:uI'1 is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is ext.remely toxic and exposl..lre to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the Bl,IV1?s commj"tment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would Jike to work with the BLM to manual remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for lmo.,'-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will ce human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b lanced and -:'houghtful approach :=0 

noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construct on and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Connie Stringer 



cat gould 
<cat.gould@gmail.com> 

11/12/2009 09:03 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
cat.gould@gmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Trea~:.ments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@b~m.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLtv:l, 

I greatly value ~he public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the BI..JM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water qua at risk. 

he ELM in Oreg n. 
ically expand ts 
h, fish, wildl fe, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recrea-::ion sites. I do no:: want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vege~ation 
with herbicides. 

1 am shocked that. the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitme!lt to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. tvJany Oregonians 
would l~i.ke to wo::k with the BLM t.o manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding fo:( low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach wil~ place human healtn and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b lanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of the problem such as 
inappropriace grazing, road construct on and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely f 

cat gould 



Qt ...... . .' 
'\ 

Hillary Tieler 
<hillarytieler@hotmail.com> 

11/12/200909:27 AM 
Please respond to 

hillary1iefer@hotmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I great~ly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he BLM in Oreg D. 
ieally expand ts 
h, fish, wildl fe, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand it.s 
herbicide program to .include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need. to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked 'that the BLM is proposing to spray (.he compound 2, Lj-D on public 
lands. 2/4-D is extremely toxic and. exposure to ~+- may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work v'lith 'the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and 'Co 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLt0.?s proposed approach wi1] place huma;:!. health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herb::Lcide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging ac'Civities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely I 

H:.llary Tiefer 



.. Mr. and Mrs. Gregg McBride" 
<footscreek@q.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
'1111212009 09:42 AM 

bcc Please respond to 
footscreek@q.com Subject. Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLl\![ in 01:'ego 
I am extremel}/ concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand i s 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildli e f 

non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need "Co spray native vegeta'Cion 
With herbicides. 

I am shocked -chat, the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2, ~ -J on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doub-c 
the BLM?s commit:nent to human health.. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
~"everage funding for loltl--impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned tha-c the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo 
inappropriate grazing, road construct 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely r 

Mr. and Mrs. Gregg McBride 

lanced and thoughtful approach to 
causes of the problem such as 

on and logging activities that spread 



Phil Richman 
<philrichman@coloradoalum.o 
rg> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

11/12/2009 09:59 AM bcc 

Please respond to 
hilrichman@coloradoalum.org 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatment"s SIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed __ shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expa::1d its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at riSK. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
,,',Ie visi;::: public lands. There is no compe11,ing need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2{ 4-0 ,i.s extremely toxic and exposure to it Tnay resu1t in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s coml'1titment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds ano to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradica;:::ion effor~.:s. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will ce human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Phil Richman 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



Cathy Robinson 
<cathiding@gmail.com> 

11/12/2009 10:05 AM 
Please respond to 

cathiding@gmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: #i' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BIJM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wild"life, 
non-target plants and water q~ality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myseLf or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray ::l.ative vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s comrrtitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thought~fu:l. approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincere},y, 

Cathy Robinson 



Oshana Catranides catranides 
<oshanac@hotmail.com> 

11/12/2009 10:07 AM 
Please respond to 

oshanac@hotmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~ This message has been replied 10. 

Vegetation Treatments EIB Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely upset that the ELM is proposing to greatly expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I very strongly oppose the BLM?s proposal to 
expand its herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation 
along roads and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to 
herbicides when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray 
native vegetation with herbicides. 

I am prepared to support any form of litigation to prevent the BLM from 
fulfilling the proposal to spray the compound 2,4-D on public lands. This 
defoliant was used in Viet Namj 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it is 
Proven to result in serious human health effects. The inclusion of this 
herbicide in your plans makes me certain the BLM has no commitment to human or 
watershed health. 

The BLM MUST utilize alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many 
Oregonians would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds 
and to leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through toxic and overzealous herbicide spraying. 

I insist that the ELM develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful 
approach to noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such 
as inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Oshana Cat rani des catranides 

#26 



Jonathan Spero 
<spero.jonathan@gmail.com 
> 

11112/200910:47 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject herbicides on public forest lands 

Dear B.L.M. Rep: Complex ecosystems are more resilliant than simplified ecosystems. 
Herbicides and pesticides by design take out clusters of species and thus simplifY forest ecology. 
There should be no herbicides or pesticides used in management of public forest land. 
Jonathan Spero 1225 Messinger Rd. Grants Pass OR 97527 



Owen Jurting 
<ojurling@charter.nel> 

11/12/200909:47 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ..., This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Owen Jurling 

P.O. Box 969 Jacksonville OR 97530 



Jennifer Corio 
<jc@coriofrei.com> 

11/12/200910:13 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ..., This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIB Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm,gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non~target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Corio 



Donna Sharp 
<djripke1@aol.com> 

11/12/200910:18AM 
Please respond to 
djripkel@aol.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Histoly: <Cii' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Sharp 



Paula Beckley 
<pbeckley@uoregon.edu> 

11/12/2009 10:05 AM 
Please respond to 

pbeckley@uoregon.edu 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

HislOiy: $i!l This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Paula Beckley 



Keeley Bittner 
<keeleybitlner@gmail.com> 

11/12/200910:32 AM 
Please respond to 

keeleybittner@gmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ¥' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my familY exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove lnvasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Keeley Bittner 

Keeley Bittner 



marcus humus 
<humus77@hotmail.com> 

11/12/2009 10:38 AM 
Please respond to 

humus77@hotmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ¥' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments Ers Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands[ I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

marcus humus 



Erich Thalmayer 
<erichmead@gmail.com> 

11/12/200911 :00 AM 
Please respond to 

erichmead@gmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ..., This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove lnvasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Erich Thalmayer 



Daniel Barron 
<barronovsky@gmail.com> 

11112/200910:41 AM 
Please respond to 

barronovsky@gmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Stop Using Toxic Herbicides 

His!oly: 4S' This message has been replied!o. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

As a former Oregon resident who still visits every year, I really value the 
public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. I am very concerned 
that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its herbicide spraying 
program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, non-target plants 
and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am appalled that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4~D on public 
lands. 2,4-D was a component of Agent Orange, and is extremely toxic. The 
inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt the BLM?s commitment 
to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Daniel Barron 



Sue Lynn 
<suelynn403@yahoo.com> 

11112/200911 :31 AM 
Please respond to 

suelynn403@yahoo.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: $i:l This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear' Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove lnvasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Sue Lynn 



History: 

George and Frances Alderson 
Alderson 
<george 7096@verizon,net> 

11/12/200901 :10 PM 
Please respond to 

george 7096@verizon,net 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Cut Back on Herbicides 

¥ This message has been replied to. 

Attn: BLM Vegetation Treatments SIS Team 

Please include this message as our comment on the proposed vege'tation 
treatments EIS. T (George) g.rew up in Oregon and visited many areas of BLM 
public lands. My wife and I return often, as my sister sti~l lives in Oregon. 

We are against any expansion of herbicide spraying as a vegetation management 
tool on ELM public lands in Oregon. Instead we want to see it replaced by 
greater use of mechanical treatments, strategic fencing, and adjustments in 
grazing regimes to restore native ecosystems. 

An expansion of herhicide applications hurts the public in several ways: (1) 
it eradicates or suppresses desirable native plants as well as target species, 
(2) it harms both vertebrate and invertebrate animal species that are 
essential in the native ecosystem, (3) it endangers human health, and (4) it-. 
degrades water quality. 

We favor action by ELM against invasive exotic species, but we believe 
widespread application of herbicides would do more harm than good. We 
particularly oppose the use of herbicides to spray nat,ive vegetation along 
roads and in recrea":ion sites; it both cases the t.oxic substances 'wO\}J.d reach 
human visitors, their pets, and the wildlife they come to see. 

We also oppose the use of 2,4-0 beca~se of its ~oxicity. 
under review by US EPA. ELM should suspend any considerat 
EP./\ has completed its revi.ew and issued final guidance on 
uses. 

Sincerely, 

George and Frances Alderson .Alderson 

t is currently 
on of 2,4-0 until 
ts permissible 



judith schlacter 
<t3w@webtv.net> 

11/12/200912:57 PM 
Please respond to 

t3w@webtv.net 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard ar,.d the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 3LM in Dreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 2:).d 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cor-runi tment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
\.-JOuld like to work wi tb the EL!'-1 to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned tha't the BLI'1?s proposed a,pproach \tolill place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

P},ease develop and implemem: a more b l.anced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construct on and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

judith schlacter 



Kenny Herinckx 
<krh3006@hotmail.com> 

111121200912:41 PM 
Please respond to 

krh3006@hotmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: "\~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blrn.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the i.e lands and watersheds managed by the B1I'1 in Orego::::. 
I am extremely concerned that the 8LM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need 'to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide prograrc to include the spraying of Dative vegetation alon,g roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public l-ands. There is no compelling need to spray :native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
hea~th e!fects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM? s com....rni tment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BUVI to manually remove invasive \o]eeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
Watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b lanced and thoughtful approach -co 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construct on and logging activities that spread 
invasive planes. 

Sincerely, 

Kenny Herinckx 

Hosmer Ln 



jeff hanus 
<jeffhanus@aol.com> 

11/12/200907:42 AM 
Please respond to 

jeffhanus@aol.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: P Tnis message has been replied to. 

Vegetati.on Treatmen-ts EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed"_ shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Dreg D. 

I am ex~remely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is V\l idespread agreement over the need to 310\A! the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit pu.blic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked tbat t.he BL[l.1 is proposing to spray the compound 2, 4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D .is extremely toxic and exposure :~o i.t may result in serious human 
health effec-:'s. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment "Co human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Orego!1ians 
would like to work with the B·LM t.o manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place hUIT.an health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b lanced and thoughtful approach "Co 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construct on and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

jeff hanus 

22 cur trail 



Gary Wickham 
<gcwickham@verizon .net> 

11/12/200912:22 PM 
I Please respond to 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bee 

gcwickham verizon.net Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: J;! This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 
I am extremely concerned that: the BLM is proposing to dramatica 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, 
non-'carget plants and water quality at risk. 

Ltv! in Oreg n. 
ly expand ts 
ish, wildl fe, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of natj. ve vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
·vve visit pubJ.ic lands. There is no compelliEg need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLlvJ?s cOITL,'ni tment to h'J.man health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
vwuld l.ike to work with the BLIvJ to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I an;. concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach l"d.1l place h'Jman heal til and 
watershed values ae risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Gary '0Jickharn 



.. PHIL .. <kb7ssr@juno.com> 

11/12/2009 12:36 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: <r;;J This message has been replied to, 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed _shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon I a111 extremely 
concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its herbicide spraying program and 
as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of invasive weeds on 
public lands, I oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its herbicide program to include the 
spraying of native vegetation along roads and recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family 
exposed to herbicides when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native 
vegetation with herbicides. 

r am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public lands. 2,4-D is 
extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human health effects. The inclusion of 
this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt the BLM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians would like to work 
with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to leverage funding for low-impact 
eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM's proposed approach will place human health and watershed values 
at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to noxious weeds that 
addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappropriate grazing, road construction and 
logging activities that spread invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

eV\i\;~ W I',.vi" 



Michele Cornelius 
<michelescornelius @gmail.co 
m> 

11112/200911 :27 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Please respond to Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxi" Herbicides 
michelescornelius@gmail.com 

History: .p This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by he BLM in Oreg D. 

I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to drama ically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a res1.11 t p,l_ace human heal hi fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the B:.rM?s proposal t.o expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of Eative vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit pUblic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that "the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2/4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
hea~th effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLf'.1?s comrnitmer..t to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BU1?S proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and though,tful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing/ road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Michele Cornelius 

P.O. Box 1131 



Debra Higbee 
<dwhigbe@juno.com> 

11/12/200912:04 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
dwhigbe juno.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ,¥" This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreat,rnents@blrn.gov 
ed shepa~a@blIT.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

::: greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the 3LM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human hea.'.Lth, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sit"es. :r: do not want myself or my fami exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compe1ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the 3LM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-[) is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in sex'ious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s cormnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
wou:Ld like to work with the BLLVl to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropria~e grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Debra Higbee 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



mick bress 
<voodoochilestyle@yahoo.co 
m> 

11/12/200912:01 PM 
Please respond to 

voodoochilestyle@yahoo.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .f;;J This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide sprayi21g program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing l"O spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in seri.ous human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicicie in Y01.;r plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health a,nd 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

mick bress 



Nancy and Bert Anderson 
Anderson <nancya@bisp.net> 

111121200912:00 PM 
Please respond to 
nancya@bisp.net 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .J;:; This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed _ shepa rd@blrr~. gall 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg D. 

I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing ::0 dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vege~ation along roads and 
rec::::eation sites. I do not want myself or my exposed to herbicides when 
we visit pUblic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extY.'emely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human hc.;al th. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like t.o work with the BLI'1 to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more'balanced and houghtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of he problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Nancy and Bert Jl.ncierson Anderson 



Sarah Vaile To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
<wilson .sarahc@gmail.com> 

cc 
11/12/2009 12:20 PM 

bcc Please respond to 
wilson.sarahc@gmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
lOO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLLVl, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the B M in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned tha'C the BLM is proposing to dramatical y expand its 
tlerbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, f sh, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide prog.::am to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lar::ds. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,~-D on public 
lands. 2,~-D is ex"tremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the 3LM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
water,shed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 

houghtful approach T:.O 

he problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 10gg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Sarah Vaile 



.. Avona L'Carttier" 
<alcarta@hotmail.com> 

11/12/2009 11 :58 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
alcarta@hotmail.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to in~lude the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please conside.r al ternati ves to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with 'the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
lev'erage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo 
inappropriate grazing, road construct 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Avona I,! Cart tier 

lanced a!1d ~houghtful approach 
causes of the problem such as 

on and logging activities that 

to 

spread 



stuart phillips 
<stulips@hotmail.eom> 

111121200902:33 PM 

To <orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

ec 

bee 

Subject No pesticide spreading nor herbicide use on any publie BLM 
lands at all! 

I endorse Alternative 1, the no-herbicide option! A no brainer to any living being on earth, 
thanks 

Hotmail: Trusted email with powerful SPAM protection. Sign up now. 



"Kevin Preister" 
<kevpreis@jeffnet.org> 

11/12/200907:21 AM 

To <orvegtreatments@blm.gov>, <ed_shepard@blm.gov> 

cc 

bcc 

Subject spraying in southern Oregon 

History: JjiJ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

Dear BLM, 
Please reconsider your plans to do widespread herbicide spraying in southern 
Oregon. I know the growth of invasives is a difficult problem but spraying 
cannot be an answer. 
Sincerely, 
Kevin Preister 

P.O. Box 3493 
Ashland, Oregon 97520 
541-601-4797 



Pamela and Sherman Lucas 
Lucas 
<beowulf 1@charter.net> 

11/12/200903:06 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Please respond to 
beowulf1@charter.net 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: "iiJ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed sbepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly va~Lue the public lands and watersheds managed by the B M in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that. the 8LM is proposing to dramatical y expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, f sh , wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

1JJhile there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compel1.ing need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to hUIT,an health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would lik.e to' work with the BLM to ma:1ually remove invasive weeds and t.o 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach wil2. place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Pamela and Sherman Iiucas Lucas 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 

to 

spread 



Jim Goes 
<jim.goes@gmail.com> 

11/12/200903:10 PM 
Please respond to 

jim.goes@gmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Do not ·lncrease the herbicide load on BLM-managed lands 

History: ¥] This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatme!lts EIS 'I'eam 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

I greatly vaJ.ue the public lands and watersheds managed by the B'LM in Oreg ,.. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasi ve weeds on public lands I I oppose th,e ELM? s proposal to expand .:1.. "'=.3 

herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myselT or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked t:hat the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure 'Co it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
~he ELM? s corfLTni tment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would liKe to work with the BLM to rr,anually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will p1ace human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and houghtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of he problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Goes 

Jim Goes 



Zandar!a Jones 
<freethepeopienow@yal>Oo.c 
om> 

111121200903:11 PM 

. . 

To orvegtreatments@blm. gov 

ec ed_shepard@blm.9ov 

bec 

Subject Please end toxiC herbicide use 

History; ,;iJ This message has been replie(j to, 

Vegetation Treatments ElS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

QIT.§gtr"atmf,!ltsi?i!PJm. gov 
~Ul)S:J2ilc[f1(i"\blm"gQY 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in 11 
Oregon. I an1 extremely concemed that the BLM is proposing to dramatwa y 
expand its herbicide spraying program and as a result place human healt~ . _ rt of the 
fish, wildlife, 1100Harget plants and water quality at risk The area spniye, l' ~a f old mind set needs 
WATERSHED in ASHLAND, OREGON!! Wakeup and realize that thIS so 0 

to change, and needs to change NOW. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLMs proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads 
and recreation sites, I do not want myself and my family exposed to 
herbicides when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray 
native vegetation with herbicides. 

J am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on 
public lands, 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in 
;e1ious human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans , ,t ic chemical 
lakes me doubt the BLMs commitment to human health. Would you want thl~ ox 
lYwhere near your own watershed or your familys recreational area? 

'ase consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
lId like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to . do this work, if 
rage funding for low-impact eradication ellons. Many volunteers are wi1Iwg to tice of the 
they are asked. As this govermnent is bankrupt, you should wake up and take j'JO 

idua]s who are willing to assist in this project at no cost to you. 

ollcemed that the BLMs proposed approach will place human health and 
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watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants in the first place - start at the root souce of this problem, just don't throw toxic 
chemicals at it and hope it will go away_ 

Sincerely, 

Zandari Jones 
588 Scenic Dr. 
Ashland, OR 97520 



Lawrence Nagel 
<nagel@mind.net> 

11/12/200903:19 PM 
Please respond to 
nagel@mind.net 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ;;;:: This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed snepard@nlm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

,[r:Je greatly value the public lands and watersheds rnanaged by th BLM in Oregon. 
We are extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramat cally expand 
its herbicide spraying program and as a result place human hea th, fish, 
wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, we strongly oppose the BLM?s proposal to 
expand its herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation 
along roads and recreation sites. We certainly do not want ourselves or our 
families exposed to herbicides when we visit public lands. There is no 
compelling need to spray native vegetation with herbicides. 

We are shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

We urge you to pursue alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many 
Oregonians would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds 
and to leverage f~.:LDding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

We are concerned that the BLH?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxio'.ls weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road cons~ruction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence Nagel 



Bill Evans <billev@efn.org> 

11/121200903:26 PM 
Please respond to 

billev@efn.org 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: "'ii' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing. to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLI"1?s proposal to expand it.s 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
~ecreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on publ.ic 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may resul.t in serious human 
health effects. The incl.usion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corDlnitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would l.ike to work v'lith the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for l.ow-impact eradication effor':.:s. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed apP2:'oach will p..iace human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzeal.ous herbicide spraying. 

please develop and implement a more b lanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construct on and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

BiLl Evans 

Eugene, Oregon 97405 



jim Wells 
<homegrown 53@hotmail.com 
> 

11/12/200907:10 PM 
Please respond to 

homegrown53@hotmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ce 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

40" This mess'lge has been rer)fj~dt().·.·· •.•.• • 

Vegetation Treatments ErS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I am a rormer biochemist and geneticist that lived in the Oregon Cascades for 
decades close to the land, feeding myslef via bioregional farming and wild 
foraging. I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM 
in Oregon. I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

I am aware of rnany forest management issues, and how the Rube-Goldberg 
patchwork of laws, regulations, and policies, and the pressures of extractive 
industries (grazing included) and "invasive'! species concerns make it a 
daunting challenge for public land managers to try to find how to get any 
management decisions safely through those sieves. 

HOWEVER, there are certain sieves which, in my opinion, s,1.mply should have no 
holes in them to allow anything to pass through. To look for passages through 
them is unconscionable. 

Such is the case for concerns about the application of synthetic organic 
chemicals to our public lands. More than 1000 new such chemeicals are created 
every year. A nu.mber of them were once designed by my own imagination and at 
my own hand. For the most part, the vast majority of them are endocrine 
system disruptors, mainly via estrogen mimicry. As such, at very least, they 
are crimes against motherhood--some of them are also crimes against Apple Pie. 

But, at their worst, they are deadly. 2,4- dichl.orophenoxyacetic acid is such 
a susbstance. In low concentrations it is carcenogenic. Even in the very 
lowest of concentrations, it is an edocrine system disruptor. I will never 
forget a public meeting in Riddle, Oregon in 1979 on aerial spraying of 
herbicides where a local farmer got up to tell the panel that he had been 
mixing 2.4-D with his bare hands and arms for decades and was "perfectly 
fine." An eerie Guiet came over the room. Noticing it, it seemed to remind 
him of something: ~IIWell, I have cancer . . but it ain't from that!" I needn't 
tell you that that was the end of the voices in opposition to aerial herbicide 
spraying that night, and galvanized the communtiy in solid oppostion to the 
BLM! s plans. 

It is just plain wrong to spray that substance in Our forests. Even IF the 
manufactureres' claims were true abitu how to use it safeely (they are not) 
there is not a label precaution for herbicide application and disposal that 



has ever been followed diligently. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop a more sane and thoughtful approach to noxious weeds that 
addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappropriate grazing, road 
construction and logging activities that spread invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

jim Wells 



Paul Howard 
<bird041167@yahoo.com> 

11/12/200905:55 PM 
Please respond to 

bird041167@yahoo.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ¥' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blrn.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM., 

*** The message below is prewritten but I agree with it's contents. I'm also a 
bowhunter and flyfisher as well as a back packer. Thanks- PTH.*** 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive '-'leeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of nati.ve vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native veget-ation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the ELM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sin~erely, Paul Howard 

Paul Howard 



Richard Spotts 
<spotts@infowest.com> 

11/12/200910:24 PM 
Please respond to 

spotts@infowest.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ,9 This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 8LM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compe1.ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLlVJ is proposing t"o spray the compound 2, 4~D on public 
lands. 2,4~D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health eff'ects. The inclusion of' this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would Ilke to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Thank you very much for considering my comments. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Spotts 



shelley morrison 
<shelieymorrison 1@gmail.co 
m> 

11/13/200904:19 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov, ed_shepard@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Proposed Expansion of Herbicide Spraying -- Letter of 
Opposition 

Dear Mr. Shepard and BLM Representatives, 

I am writing in opposition to the BLM plan to expand herbicide 
spraying. Please see the attached letter, which explains our 
concerns. 

Thank you. 

Shelley Morrison 

letter to blrn re herbicide~.doc;.; 



Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

As the owners of property adjoining BLM lands, my husband and I recognize the many 
values provided by the public lands managed by the BLM in Oregon. We are frequent 
users of the public trails and roads that you maintain. As such, we are extremely 
concerned by the proposal to dramatically expand the herbicide spraying program, and 
thereby place human health, fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of invasive 
weeds on public lands, we oppose the BLM's proposal to expand its herbicide program 
to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and recreation sites. We do not 
want ourselves, our family, or others exposed to herbicides when we visit public lands. 
There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation with herbicides. 

We are especially troubled that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on 
public lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt the BLM's 
commitment to human health. It suggests that in your cost/benefit analysis, expediency 
has trumped public health and welfare. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians would like 
to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to leverage funding for 
low-impact eradication efforts. (As an active retired person in Southern Oregon, with 
experience in the removal of noxious plants on my own property, I am willing to offer my 
services, at no charge.) 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to noxious 
weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as inappropriate grazing, 
road construction and logging activities that spread invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Shelley and Michael Morrison 

PO Box 3217 
Ashland, OR 97520 



Ken Schiff 
<signk@guiguy,com> 

11/13/2009 10:28 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
signk@guiguy,com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .p This message has been replied to, 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed __ shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I write as a citizen with severe asthma and chemical sensitivities. If I go 
into an area where any use of herbicides has occurred, I will get severely 
ill, enough so that I could end up in the emergency room. 

While I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 3LM in 
Oregon, I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically 
expand its herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, 
fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
,lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may resuJ..t in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo 
inappropriate grazing, road construct 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Schiff 

lanced and thoughtful approach 
causes of the problem such as 

on and logging activities that 

to 

spread 



kathy stasny 
<kstas53@yahoo.com> 

11/13/200909:54 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Herbicide Spraying on Public Lands 

Please reconsider the use of herbicides on our public lands. This is a clear danger to all of us, 
especially our children and grandchildren. I have many friends with newly diagnosed cancer. We do 
not need to add more toxic chemicals to our environment.Alternatives are available. Thank You, 
Sincerely, Kathy Stasny of Ashland Oregon 



Deborah Filipelli 
<dfilipelli@men.org> 

11/13/2009 09:56 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov, ed_shepard@blm.gov 

ee 

bee 

Subject Opposition to herbicide use 

History: .q;;::s This message has been replled to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

The following represents my position in opposition to the BLM proposal 
to authorize widespread use of a number of herbicides on thousands of 
acres across Oregon. 

I gt'eatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in 
Oregon. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to 
dramatically expand its herbicide spraying program and as a result 
place human health, fish, wildlife, non-target plants and water 
quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread 
of invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the ELM's proposal to 
expand its herbicide program to include ~he spraying of native 
vegetation along roads and recreation sites. I do not want myself or 
my family exposed to herbicides when we visit public lands. There is 
no compelling need to spray native vegetation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on 
public lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result 
in serious human health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in 
your plans makes me doubt the ELM's commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many 
Oregonians would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive 
weeds and to leverage funding for low'-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the ELM's proposed approach will place human 
health and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide 
spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach 
to noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such 
as inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities 
that spread invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 
Deborah Filipelli, Ph.D. 
p.o. box 341 
the sea ranch, ca 95497 
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Public Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Statement onBLM Herbicides 

Dear BLM, my name and address arc: .' LAV f)4. M .. OHAN (AN . Rb .. · B oX.£ {{ ( &tJ&4:N£jI/~ ........ / .....•.... / .. 
. '. .... f·. . ..... ..... . '(171 

. I oppose your plan toincrease use of pesticides. I supportALTER,"lATIVE ONE - no herbic:ides- because all of the other alternatives 
would increase the use of pesticides, including the deadly 2,4-D and the carcinogenic Diuron. 

I protest the fact that your DEIS did not in61udean analysis oftheinert ingredients andrelied on a Bush-Administration legal definition 
of the term "drift" that eliminated the consideration of vapor as drift. 

I protest that you pretend to offer five alternatives but admit that numbers one andJwo arc "only for comparison. " 

I object to the fact that your 'Proposed Option, Alternative Four', would change your current authority "to sPray only noxious weeds" to 
have new legal authority to "spray all vegetation"; including at schools on leased. BLM lands, campgrounds, and picuic areas. Children 

beforeprofitsl NO MDR~P0150NS [ '[rllJ);{l M.{)h.d.~ 
nOBER 22,2009 EUGENE WEEKLY WWW.EUGENEWEEKLY.COM • BLOGS.EUGENEWEEI\C 



Malheur County 
Weed Advisory Board 

& Malheur CWMA 
251 B Street West, Vale OR 97918 * Phone (541)473-5102 * Fax (541)473-3701 

October 13, 2009 

Bureau of Land Management, Vegetation Treatments EIS 
p.o. Box 2965, Portland, OR 97208 

Without question, invasive plants are a certain and growing threat to public 
lands in the western states and especially to the intermountain west. The twenty 
four year interim since the herbicide injunction was imposed on Oregon BLM 
Districts has been an environmental disaster. Losing the ability to use proven and 
safe chemistries and limiting use to four herbicides which are all old technology 
has allowed the proliferation of several of the western states most difficult to 
control weedy species. The BLM Vale District manages well over 70% of Malheur 
County making this issue extremely important to the economy as well as the 
ecology in this county. If BLM is unable to effectively manage weeds they will 
continue to expand and seriously impact the livelihood of adjacent landowners. 

The Malheur County Weed Department encourages Oregon BLM to adopt 
" Alternative 4" as a management plan. This plan has been crafted after much 
deliberation and scientific research and provides the best hope of restoring weed 
degraded landscapes. We are not advocating wholesale use of herbicides nor does 
"Alternative 4", in fact over time this plan would likely reduce overall net pounds 
active ingredient released in the environment. In many cases new herbicide 
chemistries are much safer and have a lighter environmental impact, especially the 
ultra low use rate herbicides. Adequate research demonstrating the danger of 
using a single or just a couple of broad spectrum herbicides year after year is 
widely available and known. The potential to develop resistant populations 
particularly by annual species is very high and in fact has already happened 
locally. In our opinion it is environmentally irresponsible to limit Oregon Districts 
to just four chemistries, when more effective, safer and cheaper alternatives are 
available. It seems obvious that at this late date and given our current level of 



technology we are not able to eradicate most of the introduced plants. We believe 
that" Alternative 4" will help limit the impact of invasive introduced plants and 
perhaps give our environment time to adjust to what appears to be certain change. 
It seems obvious that if this injunction is not lifted and newer, safer and cheaper 
alternatives are not available, Oregon Districts will fall further behind in 
management stewardship. 

It is a monumental management responsibility which federal agencies have 
been handed and without proper tools and technology that job is impossible. 
Whether budgets will allow the individual districts to use these tools and 
technology is another matter. Of course livestock grazing and by extension 
ranching families will suffer with the proliferation of invasive plants. Perhaps the 
more important impact will be to wildlife and some very rare plants that struggle 
at the best of times, but would not be able to survive suffocation by aggressive 
introduced plants. There are those currently saying it really makes no difference 
what plants are in a given landscape; but do we really want millions of acres that 
are predominantly one annual grass in the intermountain west? As we become 
history do we want our progeny to know that we had an opportunity to make a 
difference and possibly fix some of the problems of our own making but we chose 
to regress handing them a ruined landscape? Again we urge Oregon BLM to 
consider" Alternative 4" as the preferred alternative. 

Gary Page 
Malheur County Weed Inspector 



JimWel!s 
<homegrown 53@hotmail.com 
> 

11/13/200907:30 PM 

. To <orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

cc 

bcc 

Subject RE: Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I do not have the time to review a Draft EIS--that is why I wrote to you. I have reviewed 
and made extensive and substantive comments on many EISes. I even was a co-author of 
the first-ever citizen-scientist alternative submitted as comment on a public land 
management agency draft EIS to be published verbatim, and fully analyzed, in a final EIS. I 
even was invited to participate in constructing the methodology for analyzing it. You are, by 
your own choice and with benefit due to that choice, a public servant involved in a project 
open to public comment. I expect you to see to it that my comments are recorded properly 
in that process--that is, that they are not edited nor re-interpreted to read with a different 
meaning than that which I intended. 

Thank you for doing your duty. I hope you do so with passion. 

@:-)===--

> From: orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
> Subject: Re: Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 
> To: homegrown53@hotmail.com 
> Date: Fri, 13 Nov 200919:10:39 -0800 
> 
> 
> Thank you for your comments on the BLM's Vegetation Treatment Using 
> Herbicides on BLM Lands in Oregon Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
> eElS). The Draft EIS is available on-line at 
> http://www.blm.gov/or/plans/vegtreatmentseis/ and a press release can be 
> found at http://www.blm.gov/or/news/files/OR-09-14_DrafC Veg_EIS_1O-09.pdf 
> 
> The public comment period for this Draft EIS started on October 2 and will 
> close on December 1, 2009. We encourage you to review the Draft EIS and 
> submit your comments to: 
> BLM Vegetation Treatments EIS 
> P.O. Box 2965 
> Portland, OR 97208 
> or by email to: 
> orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
> 
> 
> Thank you, 
> 
> Vegetation Treatments EIS team 
> PO Box 2965 
> Portland, OR 97208 
> orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
> 



David Calahan 
<Ionggulch@hotmail.com> 

11/13/200908:39 PM 
Please respond to 

longgulch@hotmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Herbicide Application on BLM lands 

History: #i' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Tteatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

My wife and I live adjacent to BLM lands in the Applegate Valley and we are 
ext-remely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wi"ldlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s pEoposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it. may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives 'to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach \,~ill place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

David Calahan 

11000 Hwy 238, Applegate, OR 97530 



Katie Weidman 
<yikes3s ... katie@yahoo.com 
> 

11/14/200912:08 AM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Please respond to 
yikes its katie@yahoo.com 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to drama 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human heal 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

he ELM in Oreg n. 
ically expand ts 
h, fish, wildl £e,· 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compe'lling need to spray native vegetation 
wi~h herbicides. 

I arL shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is ext:remely toxic and exposure to it can result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the ELM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. Why not give some of our 
unemployed masses healthy outdoor invasive-spp. removal jobs, rather than 
making deals with huge herbicide manufacturers, in order to ACTUALLY help our 
economy? 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Katie Weidman 



RObbin Lacy 
<surfdog@mind.net> 

11/14/200912:13 PM 
Please respond to 
surfdog@mind.net 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Ed Shepard and the BLM, 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

I was part of the effort back in the 1980's involved in stopping the USFS from 
using 240 as a vegetation management tool on clearcuts in Siskiyou County. 
can. assure you that. the outrage these new BLM spray proposals among a far more 
health conscious public, will come back with major media spiced protests. 
This is a crazy time to implement such a short sighted program. It will NOT 
work and will probably come back to haunt your intentions once we get a media 
race goin'g. Just look a couple decades back in history and learn. 

. I am extremely concerned that the BLM is propOSing to dramatically expand 
its herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, 
wildlife, non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
.lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
:.he BLM?s conunitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous h.erbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thougbtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the roo"t causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Robbin Lacy and family .. ... . please respond 



michellesaxto@yahoo.com 

11/14/200908:05 PM 

Requestor: Michelle Saxton 

To Oregon Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS Comments 
<orvegtreatments@blm.gov> 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Oregon Vegetation Treatments Draft EIS Comments
Michelle Saxton 

E-mail address: michellesaxto@yahoo.com 

Comments: 
Please don\'t use ANY herbicides on any ELM land they run off into 
rivers, creeks, streams and oceans poisoning the animal and plant life 
they come into contact. with. 



Shawn Carroll 
<srcarroll@mail.com> 

11/12/200907:05 PM 
Please respond to 
srcarroll@mail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~1 This message has been replied to. 

Vegeration Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myse1f or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit pubIic lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extreme1y toxic and exposure to it. may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach wil.l place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

P1ease develop and implement a more balanced and tboughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Shawn Carroll 

Shawn Carroll 



Gloria Nash 
<hathahoops@yahoo.com> 

11/12/200906:34 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
hathahoops@yahoo.com Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .r,;: This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 8LM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 3LM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corrmitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more b 
noxious weeds that addresses the r60 
inappropriate grazing, road construct 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Gloria Nash 

lanced and thoughtful approach 
causes of the problem such as 

on and logging activities that 

to 

spread 



Suzanne Vautier 
<gone _fishing@frontiernet.net 
> 

11/12/200906:34 PM 
Please respond to 

gone fishing@frontiernet.net 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ¥1 This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremelY toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Suzanne Vautier 



jim & Nanci Sears 
<jimnanci@ashlandhome.net> 

11/12/200905:29 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Please respond to 
jimnanci@ashlandhome.net 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .p This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blrn.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands al}-d watersheds managed by the B:LM 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

in Oregon. 
expand its 

wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds OD public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. l'1any Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more bala.nced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

jim & Nanci Sears 

802 mountain meadows Dr 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
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Ann Villarqui 
<anaviHarqui@yahoo,com> 

11/12/2009 06: 11 PM 
Please respond to 

anavillarqui@yahoo.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

ce 

bee 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .p This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the ELM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the Deed to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of Dative vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLf\1 is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
Leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLlV1?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread. 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Ann ViI 



Bonnie Shaffer 
<Bonnie@lithiawater.com> 

11/12/2009 06: 11 PM 
Please respond to 

Bonnie@lithiawater.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~p This message has been, replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard. and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wild1ife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of th.e problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Bonnie Shaffer 



JoAnn Hoeber 
<jhoeber@charter.net> 

11/12/2009 04:57 PM 
Please respond to 

·hoeber@charter.net 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bce 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blrn.gov 
ed_shepard@blrn.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious hUIT,an 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doub'!:: 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLlVI to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
.leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts_ 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities tbat spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

JoAnn Hoeber 



Darla Seagoe 
<darla007@msn.com> 

11/12/2009 04:25 PM 
Please respond to 

darla007@msn.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~ This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropria~e grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Darla Seagoe 



Melissa Dougherty 
<nevrdoughn @gmail.com> 

11/12/200904:21 PM 
Please respond to 

nevrdoughn@gmail.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ~l This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-targ.et plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the B1M is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s corrmitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Dougherty 

Melissa Dougherty 



Dudley Finch 
<dudley _finch@msn.com> 

11/13/200906:21 PM 
Please respond to 

dudley finch@msn.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: P This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLl'-j is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, [ oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compe1ling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manual.ly remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

P:Lease deve:Lop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the prob:Lem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and :Logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Dudley Finch 



Heidi Haehlen 
<flutecat8@yahoo,com> 

11/13/2009 05:35 PM 
Please respond to 

flutecat8@yahoo,com 

To orvegtreatments@blm,gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: {i' This message has been replied to, 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg TI. 

I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result pJaee human health, fish, wil.dl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is wide,spread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of natJ.ve vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family and friends exposed to 
herbicides when we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray 
native vegetation with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health, much less the health of the ecosystems 
around us. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

Again, I am very concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human 
health and watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Heidi Baehlen 



Wayne Slawson 
<8wslawson@ucdavis.edu> 

11/13/200904:45 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
awslawson@ucdavis,edu Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .0;0 This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatrnents@blm.gov 
ed~shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard. and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM" is proposing to dramatica 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

LM in Oregon. 
Iy expand. its 
ish, wildlife, 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the sDread. of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to' ~xpand its 
herbicide prograrn to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the ELM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in YOllr plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and thoughtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of the problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logging activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Wayne Slawson 



DeAnne Salmon 
<deannes@charter.net> 

11/13/200903:46 PM 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc Please respond to 
deannes@charter.net Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ¥' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed._ shepard@blm. gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the BLM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, h1ildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites: I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLlv[ is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-0 is extremely toxic and exposure to it:. may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider al ternati ves to blanket herbicide spraying. [V[any Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and 1099 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

De.Anne Salmon 

houghtful approach 
he problem such as 
ng activities that 
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spread 



Sharon levin 
<svc!evin@yahoo.com> 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 
11/13/200902:06 PM 

bcc Please respond to 
svclevin@yahoo.com Subject Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: .q;;.1 This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the 3LM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oreg n. 
I am extremely concerned that the BLM is proposing to dramatically expand ts 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildl fe, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose th~ BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the spraying of native vegetation along roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visit public lands. There is no compelling need to spray native vegetation 
with herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-D on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for lov\l-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Levin 
svclevin@yahoo.com 

Sharon levin 

houghtful approach to 
he problem such as 
ng activities that spread 



Nabha Goldfeder 
<riseup@care2.com> 

11/13/200901:47 PM 
Please respond to 
riseup@care2.com 

To orvegtreatments@blm.gov 

cc 

bcc 

Subject Please Do Not Expose Me to Toxic Herbicides 

History: ¥' This message has been replied to. 

Vegetation Treatments EIS Team 
PO Box 2965 
Portland, OR 97208 

orvegtreatments@blm.gov 
ed_shepard@blm.gov 

Dear Mr Shepard and the ELM, 

I greatly value the public lands and watersheds managed by the BLM in Oregon. 
I am extremely concerned that the ELM is proposing to dramatically expand its 
herbicide spraying program and as a result place human health, fish, wildlife, 
non-target plants and water quality at risk. 

'While there is widespread agreement over the need to slow the spread of 
invasive weeds on public lands, I oppose the BLM?s proposal to expand its 
herbicide program to include the sprayj.ng of native vegetation aJ_ong roads and 
recreation sites. I do not want myself or my family exposed to herbicides when 
we visi'C public lands. There is no compel need to spray native vegetation 
\t.Ji th herbicides. 

I am shocked that the BLM is proposing to spray the compound 2,4-0 on public 
lands. 2,4-D is extremely toxic and exposure to it may result in serious human 
health effects. The inclusion of this herbicide in your plans makes me doubt 
the BLM?s commitment to human health. 

Please consider alternatives to blanket herbicide spraying. Many Oregonians 
would like to work with the BLM to manually remove invasive weeds and to 
leverage funding for low-impact eradication efforts. 

I am concerned that the BLM?s proposed approach. will place human health and 
watershed values at risk through overzealous herbicide spraying. 

Please develop and implement a more balanced and houghtful approach to 
noxious weeds that addresses the root causes of he problem such as 
inappropriate grazing, road construction and logg ng activities that spread 
invasive plants. 

Sincerely, 

Nabha Goldfeder 


